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In the history of American literature, there have been 
numerous authors whose popularity and critical acclaim were 
1ong in coming often delayed long past their deaths. Melville, 
for example, comes immediately to mind. Others have' enjoyed 
a brief noteriety and have then slipped into oblivion for 
years until their "rediscovery." 
One of the prime vehicles for renewed interest in ignored 
American authors has been the critical consideration of 
American humorous literature that has flowered during the 
1940's, so•s and the 60's, This criticism, given impetus by 
Walter Blair's Native American Humor (1937) has made Seba Smith, 
Bdgar Wilson Nye, and Pinley Peter Dunne if not household words, 
at 1east familiar names to students of American literature. 
James Branch Cabell, however, has been largely overlooked 
by students of American humor. Indeed, Cabell has been ignored 
by criticism in general since his brief heyday in the 1920's. 
Only since 1950 has he been rediscovered to the extent of three 
books and a few articles--a pittance for the author of more than 
fifty volumes! 
It is difficult for this writer, admittedly a partisan, to 
understand the long neglect of Cabe 11' s works, unless 1i terary 
fashions are founded on other than merit. Perhaps fashion ls 
lncleed a proper word to use; Cabell certainly is far removed 
f'fOll other authon of his period--Paulkner. Dnlser 1 Lewis, 
Pit•gerald lild·Hemingway.· However, the recent fluay of enthu-
. aiaaa for the fantasies· of J. '. R. R, Tollcien •uggesU 'that Cabell, 
· : >an author of far greater scope and substance, uy shortly enjoy 
a revival. · : ' ' , · 
Tld.1 thesis will seek: to make some amends. for "the long 
·ecU.pse .1n attention by focusing its attention on· the nature 
of Cabell'• humor. After the customary rt\'i*'f o£ the n1evant 
·priaary;sources. it Will exmnlne Cabell's work in the· light of 
· various theories of the cond.cj and attempt an analysis of the 
underlying philosophy of ·his work and its effect upon the peculiar 
quality of his humor. 
A review of the available 1i tel"ature ·on CSbell ls a fairly 
'brief undertald.ng. lf it wen limited to uteri.al considering 
Cabell prbaari11 as a humorist it would be far briefer; thus a 
more catholic smvey has been undertaken. Barly erl.ticlsm. that 
appearing in the 1920's •d •arly so•s, is urked by rather 
extreme polari1ation. There ls little evidence of calm, rational 
assessment. Part of this situation may be attributed to the 
trial for obscenity by the County of Mew Tork of Jurg$ft (1919). 
A moblllaat.ion ·ot the literati helped aecun the book's acquittal 
on October 19, 1922, and Cabell •a sales and critical attention 
itose. Naturally, those critics who believed in artistic freed• 
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would hardly fall to praise Cabell: othetwise they aiaht be 
1uspected of Comstoctery. And on the other hand, disciples of 
Mrs. Grundy could hardly fail to·attact this example of the 
luclvlous corrupter of th• nation'• morals. Thus the lbsence r 
of balanced judgements set the stage for the critical repucliat:lon 
ad neglect of Cabell that prevailed through aost of the 1930'• 
and 40'•• 
One of the earlier essays of crltidsna was The Art of James 
-----
Branch Cabell by Hugh Walpole. Shortly after arriving in the 
United State• Walpole wu introduced to Cabell'• apologia, 
Beyond Llfe, an4 quietly nad it ad the rest of Cabell'• then 
extant works. 
Apparently the Vlrginlan's books struck a responsive chord,. 
ft# the pamphlet ls th• testament of an enthusiastic convert. 
This ls not to say; however, that Walpole produced a mere 
puffery, for h• demonstrates at least an attempt at obj ectl vi ty. 
He almost at once colleS to grips with one of the.•jor bones of 
contention ngarding Ca1>e11--sty1e. Walpole admits that :lt would 
be easy to characteriu it as 0 affected. perverse, unnatural and 
fo'tced, 0 wen lt not "entirely natural to the aan,"1 It will be 
IND later that CabeU •s style has been his most initating facet 
to many comaentators. 
Walpole detects tbt note of irony which separates Cabell'• 
worts from the neo-romantlcism whiehuCOmJ,eted against the prevalent 
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naltsa. but he either failed to IM or chose to ignore· the rather 
•trong Mat belOllf the surface of such a book as Jurgen. · But of 
· coune, Mllllons have Pti.11ed· the bitter social ~tary· :ln 
Hutkleb•!!T Pinn. 
· 'nlis interesting cominent on characterization deserves 
·Mr. Cabell i• always iaon deeply interested in ·the 
stream .of life ~at flows beneath his .characters . 
than in the charact•n themselves. · ~ th• accepted 
ooaventlonal sense.of the word he ls scarcely a 
novelist at all. He takes ahoddng llberties with 
his l_ndivt.duals. u human beings. He is not. I . 
'think, very dee!lY aware of the motives that move 
ordinary minds,, . . . 
. : . . . . . . ' '. 
1f&:lpo1• makes this conaent in a brief' discussion of three early 
novels, :!1'.! !!gle's -~ (1904) • Th!·~~~ Yanitt (1909), 
and Th• Rivet ln Grandfather's Neck (1915). tn this context his 
.............................. .........,...... ..... ............... 
usert!on.has_vaU.dity, for these thre• novels are decidedly 
.tnoi- works. Surely Mr. Walpole .would have qualified th1• 
I - assertion had he had access io The Silver Stallion (1926). 
·.. , ............... ~ ....... 
Th! An !!, Jsmas .!!!!!!t Cab~~1, although intended Q .little 
. more than an apprecf.ation of Cabell, represents_ an attempt at 
bat••• OM of the few. critiques with that quality appearing 
during- Cabell'• heyday. . It ; raises some seminal issues, . although 
lt expands Oft them ~ut little. 
Vemon Louis Parri.n~on, author of the aonumental Main . 
, . , . ' . . ..................... 
Cuttents _!! Anle!!s!!!. '111oug!~. offers. an'." interpretation of_ Cabell 
.. 21btd. • P•. _ 10. 
s 
•OMWhat typical of the adulation of the 1920 's • Reprinted 
froa The Pacific Review, (December, 1921) Parrington•• essay 
is faulted not ·SO much by its' observatf.Oni lll'ld cOnclusloris. Which 
: : are ·often •oUrid• :but 1>1· the hyperbole :of its language. Too often 
: · · lt reads like the puffery of a dust-jacket blurb, rather than a 
Judicious appraisal. Consi•r the following: ·st.at~ats. 
. that 
Speaking of The Cords .!! Yanity,· Parrington ·writes: 
It ls Congnw at·hls best, scintl11ating, brillant, 
with a daH.ghtful affectation of pose and gesture, 
and lt is Marl~• also, with its galloping wit steeped 
in pure poet!)'. . . . . . · . . 
Refer.ring to critical comment, he siates, quite correctly, 
· such Homeric absurd! ties of c:o.ent have been flung 
· at hJ.m,: that he ls in a fair way to becoming our 
classic: expP. l• of the fatuousness of contemporary 
estimat:es. ~ · · · · · · 
PUTinatcm closes his essay With a statement whlch invites 
comparison with the above assertion. · 
A self-nU.ant·iniellectual, r:ldl in' the spoils of 
all literature, one of the p-eat lllASters of English 
prose. the 1uprenie comic spirit thus fu panted us, 
he ttaads apart ~ the throttg of lessar American 
novelists, as5Ma:rk Twain stood apnt;, individual and lnc:oaparable. . . . 
the first and tblrd statements unfortunately tend to invoke the 
se~d. Thi• ts sad, for Panington•s essay contains mch of 
' . 
value. He correctly assesses that to··'cai>eU _romance auul nali• 
lvemoa Louis Plrtington, Main Cuttents in American 
Thoug!!t (New York, 1930), P• .s.tr.- . -
4tb1du P• 335. 
-
Sibtd. , P• 345 • 
-
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do not carry thelll' customuy •anings, but ue closer to idealism 
and conventianalisa.6 He also understands that Cabell•s pessimism 
:ls no unde11raduate eynicisra, but the result· of a perceptive 
adnd facing reality.1 That Cabell can confront reality with a 
jest :t.nsiead of a sneel' be rightly considors a measure of the 
' ' 
Had Partington been more JIC>derate·in bis languago.·he 
aalghthave al~d Cabell's caute. Instead, he helped· sot.the 
- stage tor th• vitl-iollc attacks of the l930's and 40'•· 
Prohab~y the best example of the abuse heaped upon Cabell 
during these yeas ls fUrnished by Oscar Cugi11. in hls tome 
· Jntellectual .Alller.lca: Ideas !!. !!!!. March. Cargill seems to 
ahaadoa all attempts ~t objecti"dty or restraint and aounts a 
personal attack. As an uample of Mr. Cargill's scholarship, 
consider the· following: 
to undmake the rereading of James Branch Cabell ls 
to •uffer monstrously en the rack of one's innocence,. 
We wen bored tdth him at the outset, yet read fNm 
a sense of duty; our llinds ati-ophy, our organs decay, 
our flesh threds from our bones as we·whip·ourselves 
through him again. He is • • • the most tedious 
person who has a.;1eved high repute as a literatus 
in America. • • • 
If, however, Cabell's wrk suffers by comparis~ with the 
eonl!!!stonal Record, as Mr. Cargill '.saysI~!£.does.9 why does he 
61b~d., P• SS?. ?Ibid., p. 336. 
Bo.cu Cargill, · Intellectual America: Ideas !_! !.!!!, 
Much (Hew Yon, 1941J • P• 495. 
9Ibid.-
-
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bothey to devote five or so pages from his 11agnU111 !!!!!.. to a •econd-
nte hack of an eclectic who borrowed from Stevenson, Harland, 
Hope,,Jaes, Pollard. 11aompson, Barres. Prance, Menckcm., and 
Bclgar Saltus tlO Indeed, if Cabell, ls so inconsequential, why 
consider him at all! 
Alfred lasln, In his 2!_ Native Crounds, also belittles 
Cabell, l>ut ia a far aore urbane, clvllized manner. He finds 
Cabell shallow; because 
h• ~ almost no demands upon his readers; and since 
he took such pains to be cute, it was impossible to 
::!::.!!:; !: ::i::~Y • wh"::t= !~d a1u!:1:~11 a 
Cabell is thus seen as a wr1 ter not of allegory, but of 
innuendo, a aatbist with a and.l'k, a complacent author writing 
safe, synthetic clepravlty for good, alddle class fathen, d.ti1ens, 
and vnderpaduates .12 
What might be considered the watershed in Cabell'• critical 
fortunes was 1956. The April 21 issue of 1he !!!!. Yorker contained 
an article by Bdaund Wilson, "The James Branch Cabell Case 
Reopened. nl3 Thu sympathetic treatment el ther brought the 
author of Jurgen to the attention of a new generation of C'.ri.tlcs • 
_.-encoma&ff-devotees to come out oflddtn1. 
101btd., P• 406. 
-
11Altred J:ada, Oil Native 6iouftds: An lnter;etation of 
Modern Amerlcan Prose-Uterature (New York, 1942 • P• 234, -
1211>1a. 
-
l3sdatmd Wilson, "The James Branch Cabell Case Reopened." 
The Nev Yorker, April 21, 1956. P• 129. 
----
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Wilson recogniies.tho .damage d022e by the "Cabell Cutt. 0 14 
He seu Cabell u a Southern writer, hy virtue of the feudal 
baekgromd of many of his. books and his Tefusal to deal .directly 
with. 'thca ! •tvttal !ssuest' of his .tf.M.15 
. · Wi1ton also sees Cabell u a COJdc wrl.te!'a 0 one of--for 
aodem:timts--almost une.umpled sptendor ... 16. Ho .finds the conitc 
vision .based· on ·a tteaU:ation that. l:lf&· is. full of uncOlftfortablt 
1 Tonies., but they a-re nrely a cause for 1feop1nu in the long l'Url, 
life is haTdly susceptible 0£ imprnvemont~ 
lleali.!11 with Cabell •s :rejection of ."realism.,."; Wilsott makes 
the- exoellen't point that both "realisan and '~omantleisa" are 
· ftctional conventions. and that 1lorifying the "dream" u agaln•t 
the "1!tal0 !s aeiely expiressing a preference for one literary 
c:onvcmtloatnstead of another.11 
Wi1s0Jl nt1oves from Cabell the onus of being considered 
. . ' 
a thi-owbaek to tho nineteenth centttry and brings M.sa c:lOSt1' to 
Joy" ad Paulb•r• · 
: ! 
Then fantasies·g• of Barth, The Silver Stallion~ {urr,n• aad The H ac!T are not logt.· cal aliegOries; 
t . s oat· o£ilie r areat Virtues that they are not. 
They an closer to th•· psychology of dr!r', and thl• 
gives. them their uncanny effocti veness. · 
tndffd, Mr .. Wllaon does.not equ!voeateJ he dtclaret.that 
Cabell•• dlstinctlon "ls rtal and of.ia.uneOJJmlO'ft k1nd.0 U 
. 14tbld. ' p' 129 .• 
__...., 
l61bld·•, P• 141. 
l8Jbld~, P• 150.• 
1S:rµ1d., pj 134. 
l?Jbtd. 
-
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Fanciers of Cabell owe Mr. Wilson a debt of gratitude for being 
the first major crltic in almost thirty years to make such a 
forthright statement of approval. 
Louis D. Rubin Jr-. 's The CUrious Death of the Novel is also 
- ----
very complimentary to Mr. cabell. Considering him as one of the 
first of the modem Southern writers (along with Bllen Glasgow) ,20 
Rubin finds that one of the basic convictions of Cabell's works 
ls identical with the touchstone of Paulkner• s novels, the 
indomitable nature of man. Man is, whether or not he knows how 
or why. This alone erases the charges of cheap and shallow pessi-
mism, for at the heart of Cabell'• work is 
a kind of visceral and rock-bound humanilm, a conviction 
that in the very absurdity of his dreau .1 •• man is dem-
onstrating that he can and will survive.:41 
Rubin makes the excellent comment that while the Cabellian 
hero manages to ignore the laws of nature and chronology and 
escape to a fantasy land 11bis findings are always the same ••• 
he is still human. still subject to the usual lbdtations of 
aorta1ity.n22 Indeed, Cabell's heroes do not attain satisfyingly 
heroic achievements; they are no more successful than had they 
lived ln the present day. 
To Mr. Rubin, u to Desmond Tarrant (to be discussed later) 
Cabell was a dealer ln myths and dreams for, as in a moderate 
20Lou1s D. Rubin, Jr., The Curious Death of the Novel: 
Bssars !!!. American Literaturi"{Baton Rouge, 1967)-;-p. iso. 
21Ib1d., p. 179. 221!!!!•, p. 172. 
-
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solipsism, the dreua was the only true reality and myth-making 
the only important literary activity.23 
Three major book length studies of Cabell have happily 
appeared within the last seven years,· Joo Lee Davis• James 
Branch Cabell, Desmont Tarrant's James Branch Cabell: · !!!!. Dream 
.!!!! !!!.!. Reality, and Arvin Wells• Jesting Moses: !_ !!_udy !!!. 
Cabellian Comedy. These three books t·ake as their basic premise 
that Cabell is a major writer, one worth consideration without 
qualification as a curious backwate~ of twentieth century litera-
ture. 
James Branch Cabell by Joe Lee Davis, a long-time Cabell 
fancier, is cut in the more or less traditional mode of criticism. 
Davis is concerned, and rightly so, with the influences of Cabell 's 
early years and education on his vriting. He finds evidence of 
Cabell' s Southern rearing in the ilyth of the Confederacy, which 
developed ln the Reconstruction period; these myths he maintains, 
with their divergences between the actual and the ideal, find 
their counterpart in ~Silver Stallion.24 
Davis finds in cabell •s genealogical work (Branchiana, 1907 
and Branch !! Abingdon, 1911) the source for two of his basic 
metaphOl's. One is that of a river or stream, endlessly flowing. 
IU.pples--human lives--rise to the surface, remain an instant, and 
dissolve, but the river always continues. · The other is that of a 
23Ibid., PP• 174, 175. 
-
24Joe tee Davis, James Branch Cabell (New York, 1962), pp. 24. 25. 
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vaudevl~l~ .. like play or.~kit performed by changing .actors on 
varying but nmaining ~s~nt~ally the same stages. ~S . Thus 1i fe 
ls a constant, enduring force, manifesting itself in transien~ . 
human existences, th~ possessors of which act out, as if it were 
new and.fresh, the same drama. 
In dealing with the "Biography of the Life of Manuel," Davis 
ts one of the first c~ntators to stress the comic aspect of 
Cabell'• writing. Indeed, he· characterizes the "Biography" as 
"an.elaborate·experiment to .capture the comic spirit in a romance 
26 
eycle.0 . Davis sees Cabell 's comedy as a departure from the co:mlc 
tradition of the Bnglish novel. Rather than 1ocial, it is '"cosmic 
comedy' because it puts its protagon!st--Manuel--against the 
untvene and the gods-.027 
In dealing with the classification pl'Oblem, Davis neatly 
avoids the romanticist-realist conflict by turning to Northrup 
Prye•s An~t2!l ~.Criticism, which utilizes four categories~-the 
novel• dealing with a society w-hich has existed; the romance, 
mythic and archetyple; the ·c:onfesston; and the anatomy, an intel-
lectual ordering and oversimplific~tion of existence,28 Davis 
asserts that the "Biography" is a blending·of romance, 0£ con-
.fession and snatomy.29 
2Sibid. • PP• 21, 28• 
-
26 Ibid •• P- 54. 
-
27Ibt.d. 
-
28Ibid., PP• 57, 58. 
-
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Wi t~in ~his framework of the "Biography" Cabell manipulates 
characters exemplifying singly and in combination t~ree basic 
' : ' • • ' I • 
attitudes· toward life--tho Chivalric, the gallant, and the poetic. 
·. Davis accepts this cl~sification and discusses· his works as they 
,, : ' ' ' • " • ,' ' . I \ 
faU . into these. three categories. The scheme of bis study .. i~ 
essentially that of a reader•s guide, furnishing brief plot out-
lines and usually sotmd~ if sometimes a bit pedestrian,· commentary 
on each work. This Baedeker approach is illustrated by the pro-
portions of the booki roughly one-half is devoted to the bio- · 
graphical .sketch and vays to approach the body of Cabell's work, 
almost one-half is taken up by plot summaries and commentaries on · 
individual works, and only a few pages are devoted to a "final 
judgeaenttt on Cabell 's place in literature. This "final judgement" 
is very brief, and indeed this is a virtue. Davis has furnished 
the reader with informed conunentary·, indicated various approaches 
to the problems of evaluating Cabell. but inevitably each reader 
must fOl'11 his own opinion. Davis' opinion of Cabell is high, but 
he doesn't-gloss over Cal>eu•s faults.and he leaves the final 
judgement to the reader. 
Desmond· Tarrant•s James Branch Cabell: The Dream and the 
- --
Reality. while it does not concern itself with_ Cabell's comedy, 
is too important a study to omit. Tarrant considers Cabell from 
a mythic standpoint. 'Drawing on Jung•s theories of archetypes, 
he finds that Cabell has created a Jl)'th for otlr age, he has taken 
13 
the i•emorial and tradi tiona1 bodies of materials and transmuted 
them so that they represent a ll)'thologe11 of the American way of 
U.fe.30 
Tarr~t does not see myth-making as an escape mechanism; 
rather he feels that lf a artist has enough to say he must use 
ayth.31 Myths permit a duality of expression, both intellectual 
and emotional, and Tarrant finds in this duaU.sa of Cabell's 
expression "everything we most lack and most need"··in other 
words, a key to 1Ul'Yiva1.:s2 
It is unfortunate, however, that Tarrant has neglected the 
comic side or aspect of Cabell. Indeed, out of 280 pages only 
four (96-97, 117-118) concern themselves with humor in Cabell. 
Tanaat finds that Cabell'• humor "l• a very serious thing. It 
underlies everything, but l t c-. be pim and forboding if not 
forbldding.tt3S He perceptively observes that Cabell's humor ex• 
preue1 nallty without being dispiriting. This is, as he states, 
a very nal achlevaeut. Cabell is also able to counter the 
hostl le gocll, or the indifferent cosmos, vi th humor. 34 This pro-
duces a catharsis, cOJdc though it •Y also incorporate pity and 
terror. 
One can only hope that Mr. Tarrant will follow this book 
with one dea1htg with the comedy in Cabe 11. !!!!_ Dream !!!!!. !!!.!_ 
•nesmond Tarrant, James Branch cabe 11: The Dream and the 
Reality (Noman, 1967), P• 15. - --
31Ibld. 321bld., P• 17. 
-
SJibld., P• 96. 34Ibld., P• 117. 
-
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Reality is a valuable study• but it ignores almost completely 
a major aspect of Cabell. 
Arvin Wells' Jesting Moses is unusual and of especial 
value in that it, unlike its predecessors, concerns itself with 
Cabell as a com:tc writer, not merely as a writer who is incidentally 
comic. Indeed, Cabell·uses the term "comedy" ln the subtitles of 
most of the key works of!!!!. Biog1:'aphy !!,. Manuel. lfhile other 
crltlcs have been content to make vague generalities concerning 
Cabell's comedy and·tts nature none had taken the time nor the 
space to attenrpt an ex:planation or definition of lt. Wells ls to 
be commended for atte111ptin1 this essential task, 
After laying ground work ,with chaptet:s on Cabell 's world· 
view and the comic vision of existence, Wells di1cusses the several 
theories of coaedy which he classifies under the headinp of cor-
nct1ve-refonatoiy, the cathutic, and the related ritual-expulsion 
theor)' of Coott.35 His purpose bl this l• not to pigeonhole Cabell, 
but to p1'0Vide a background for c:ouidering Cabell' s ideas .. 36 
Wells flndJ that.Cabell doesn't use C011edy strictly in the 
Hwice of commonsense as a eottectlve, but rathe1' that he uses it 
in th• vtarlous evasion or breaking of tabooi.37 Yet commonsense 
ad the proprieties of ·society receive their due, bu only after 
ironic examination of and experimentation with soctety•s taboos. 
35Anln a. Wells. Jesting Moses; ! Study!!!. Cabe1Uan CCl!ledy 
(Gainesville. 1962), P• 3l. 
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In a sense Wells says that Cabell wrote comedies of dis-
illusionment, developed by the irony of the contrast of the 
ideal and the actual, the dream and the reality. But Cabell'• 
irony is not embittering; the knowledge of the di\tergence of 
the dream and the reality does not lead to cynicism. Th• reader · 
. . 
has been amused; the comic protagonist, while "disappointed" does 
not l'egret his adventures. 38 Disillusionment is thus a st.ate of 
disinto:d.cation, • freedoa from the delusion of finding the ideal 
embodied :ln the actual.39 
Wells finds Cabell •s comedy to have its source in the pattern 
of human living seen against a naturalistically conceived universe. 
It la closest· to the cathartic theories, since it U.:fts the reader 
from his egotism and makes available a cosmic vision of reality.40 
The reader thus achieves a double-vision, seeing human existence 
froa both a human and a 1od-like perspective, and he is thus able 
to consider with Olympian laughter that which would be painful to 
a restricted. point of view. 
Thus, according to Wells• Cabell' s comedy •'threads the line 
between comedy and tragedy without being tragicomlc."41 While 
tragicomedy is depenc:lent upon a last-Jd.nute reversal, Cabellian 
comedy is comic overall. Like tragedy, it attempts to transcend 
the finite predicament and 'thereby reconcile aan to his place in 
the universe, 
38Jbid., P• 44. 
- . 
S9Ibid. t p. 45. 
-· 
41Ibid. • .P• 136. M>n>id., P• 61. 
-· . 
\', 
· · Urifortunately; Wells does uot • to my satisfaction, reconcile 
properly the rathe'r bleak, detendnistic philosophy which he finds 
operating u the· ground of Cabell 's C011edy,.· ·Much of what he says 
about the comedy 'is pertinent, but without a base it does not· seem 
to eXplain how Cabell ii able to Wl'est comedy from the bleak view 
of·man·and the unlvene which ·wells imputes ·to him,· Wells' study 
is an invaluable on•, a valiant attempt at a comprehensive theory 
of· Cabell•s comedy,' but it does not represent a totally satisfactory 
effort. 
17 
Becaus~, of ~e ~olume. of Cabell' s output, spanning 11e>re. 
than fift~ years and fifty vo,lumes, close consideration of. 
more. than a fraction of his writing is impossible in a thesis 
of .this s~ze. Indeed, even a book-length study would leave 
stones tmturned, as evidenced by the necessity for selection 
displayed by Davis, Tarrant, and Wells. Consideration of 
even a major fraction of Cabell's works would also, inevitably, 
entail repetition, since no author can avoid the recurrence of 
certain themes basic to his character. Representative volumes, 
therefore, have been chosen from what I prefer to call Cabell 's 
' . 
Barly, Middle and Late Peri.ods-
The Barly Period spans from 1904 and the publication of 
!.!!!. Bag le• s Shadow through 1915 and 11te Rivet in Grandfather's 
Neck. This period might also be characterized as that of Social 
.......,__,.. . .. . 
Comedy. The Middle Period, 1916 through 1930, saw the publication 
of Cabell •s major fiction, culminating in the publishing of the 
Storisende Edition (1927-1930) of his then extant works. .The. 
Later Period, 1930 to 1955 comprises fiction under the name 
Branch Cabell, some essays, and bis . reminisences. The Appendix 
presents a chronological list of Cabell 's publications. 
While the second and third periods are naturally divided by 
the publication o~ the Storisende Edition, the situation ls vexed 
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for the first and second. 11tough chosen on the basis· of Cabell'• 
developing predeliction toward fantasy, 1915 is a rather arbitrary 
date. This development was not, of course, an overnight occurrence. 
Pipres !!. Barth, which is fantasy and highly representative of the 
second period, both in tone and mastery, wcus written in 1912. 
Another factor 11tbich complicates tho issue is Cabell's habit of 
revision. The early noveb were te'Vised before inclusion in the 
St0risende Edition, thus earlier editions must be sought·to give an 
aceurate representation of his early work. · " 
Cabell rs first novel, !!!!. Eagle's Shadow lumishes a good 
enmple of his Barly Period. lhile in many ways it represents 
an artistic dead end-·social comedy was not Cabell's metier--it 
does introduce three characters who appear in later works, : 
Richard Harrowby and Felix fCennaston of !!!. Cream !! !!!!_ Jest~ 
and O:rven Deal (fforvendile) who appears in many of the ujor 
works. 
The plot, such as. it b, hinges on the old standbys of 
multiple wills and marriage proposals. Margaret Hugonin has 
co• into a sizeable fortune from her uncle, Prederick R. WOods. 
Billy Woods, Mr. Woods' disinherited nephew, has just returned 
from Paris, where h• had pursued an artistic career while trying 
to forget Margaret. Ol course, upon seeing her, the old flame 
is ntd.ndled far both of them. 
Margaret, however, is loath to comsa!t herseli, and so is 
Bf.Uy, because ·of her wealth and the incessant flood of marriage 
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P?'t)posals· it has brot!ght from tho philanthropic parasites who 
infest Selwoade, her estate. 
' ·~ . ' 
. , , B!Uy· discovt"rs two wills both. later than the one .which· 
.•eav~s. ~h~ estate to her.'. . Oz:te again names her the heir; the 
· ~theT .lea\to!J. the. estate to ,him. . He pockets the. latter. a.111 .. 
Margaret: w~lks in; ~d after .his .proposal is ,1"8jected, shows . 
hor ,the. fonaer, . She l49aves • her suspicions of .his . avarice con-
fb'lae~ •. · .H~ever,, she ~tums. to see. Billy thrott t11omething in, 
the ff.rf!k; .when he lenves she recover~ it from under the grate and 
:fin<l$ Jt .to be the will in hb favor. Pilled with love at his 
. unselfbhneas •. she des-.:roys the wi 11 bearing her name, fervently 
hoping ho. wilt 't'epBat.his proposal. 
,Tfl8ft, of course, theproper complication!' must.be introduced. 
l\lll)"' tftlls~ ~athleen,. wt.th "'1~ he. had had a brief. flirtation, .of 
his lf:We lo~ Miss ~; she, ol course,. thinks he meatts her.'. Billy 
also. believes· that Margaret has accepted. Petix Kennaston-. ·. nten 
at b~akfast Margaret dramatically reveals that Billy is the true 
het.f.. ·' Kathleen, of course:i aceepts his putative proposal, and as 
a "gentleman° he :cannot disabuse her. Margaret hears, of this and 
b~U.eves Billy .to: be a trif'let-•. Kathleen, in the meantime, is · 
~d aueeessfuUy by Pelix. Kennaston. 
To. re~olve this lmpasse ~ Cabell introduces .the -ruffian 
Cockeye Plink•~ sent by. e>rven l>eal_. He rob$ MargnTet and, :coming 
to h•r~at.d, BUly ts bludgeoned. MU'garet hean his delirious 
babbling and.~s ,eonvinced of his. love, so all ends ,we.U with· 
Billy the master of Selwoode .• 
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· ''The Biography of the Life of Manuel" represents the cul-
mination of Cabell's Middle Period. Comprising twenty volumes, 
it follows the essence of Manuel •s personality as it reappears in 
various of his descendents from Medieval times to the twentieth 
century. While Cabell intended it to be considered as one book, 
as evidenced by its title, the individual volumes can stand alone. 
I have chosen the four which comprise the core of the Biography. 
They are Ptgures of Barth, !!!!. Silver Stallion, Jurgen, and !!!.!. 
!!!..I!!. Place. They comprise a tetralogy which embodies aost of 
Cabell'• major concerns and which amply illustrates the workings. 
of h:ls comic spirit. 
I. Plgures !!,! Earth 
We encotmter Manuel, a pig tender, sitting by a pool trying 
to follow his mother's advice to make a good figure in the world 
by molding figures out of clay. He is accosted by a stranger 
who urges hi• to a quest to rescue a princess imprisoned by an 
evil magician in· his castle. Manuel goes, bearing the magic 
sword Plamberge, and is aided in his quest by Niafer, a kitchen 
wench 1 who removes all the monsters guarding the castle by 
cunning ruses. Reaching the magician's chamber, Manuel finds 
he ls Miramon Lluagor, the maker of dreams and the same man who 
urged Manuel on his quest. The princess is Miramon•s wife, who 
bores him and hampers his creativity by restricting the dreams 
he makes to pleasant, edifying ones. 
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Instead of ~alci~g the princess who, by,.the laws of romance, 
Miramon . can be rid of only .by . the intarcetsion of a cha11plon, . 
. ' ' . . ' . ,. . '• 
~anuel : chooses Nlafer, vho represents: something real a.l4 al~ . 
dlis .fraµd. , Returning, ~ey encol.Ulter Grandfather, Death, wh~,. 
de~ds. that. on• accompany him. : Nlafer goes '8d Manuel. ·dqes .. not 
hind•r h~, for self '."'preservation prevails •. 
. M~uel re~ums. to the p~l and .there f~nds .a feathe~ lost .. 
by .PrJ,~cess Atlan~ra whil~ ln the guise of a swan-mai~n~ . It 
serves .as ~ lure .. and passport. for him, even though it ia .destroyed, 
and .en~lea :.him to win her. The goose-feather, with; whlCh he. 
l'eplaces .the lost ~gic feather, inspires him to trade upon the 
desires of men to believe in the appearance, not the reall ty, in 
otder:to advance his own desires. 
Bver molding figures, Manuel leaves .Alianora to win. QUeen · 
' ' 
Pnydis, a supernatural being. She is able to vivify the ten clay 
figures that Manuel shapes, but he prefers the lost, flesh. and 
blood Nlafer to his animated sculpture, and so he journey~ ·t~11 
' ' ' 1 
serve Misery in order to regain Niafer. After a month of years 
in service, Manuel is ab le to form an image of Niafer and · fl 11 'tt 
with her spirit. 
Manuel attains poU. ti cal power. to become the Redeemer ~d 
Count of Poictesme. But he still longs to pursue 'IJlis own thinking 
. ' . . . 
and own desires0 with Sesphra (anagram of Phrases). the first 
image h~ made. But the conventions and obligations of daily life 
now hold him. The high achievements of his 11 fe seem unimportant 
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beside the activlties of Ms da~ghter, Millicent'. When Grand-
lather Death comes again, Manuel departs with him and the mode 
of his leaving ls ~port~d by a young boy, Jurgen, son . of Coth of 
the Rocks,· and Jurgen tmconsciously improves on reality., 
II~ The Silver Stallion 
--------
This second novel of the tetralogy is a frame novel ~vealing 
the fates of seven of the nine remaining champions of the Pel1C>W-
1hip of the Silver Stallion, of which Manuel was chief. The 
~ellowship, in the background in Plgures !:!_ Barth,. aide_d Manuel 
,, . .· 
in his redemption of Poictesme. A picture now emerges of the 
PeUowship, and it ls not attractive. It was a gang of b_~igands 
who in the name of patriotism, justice, and manly amusement, per-
petrated an astounding variety of outrages. 
We also find that Manuel has been memorialiied by a !'esplen-
dent statue atop an enormous cenotaph. He has become the model 
of a Christian warrior of high ideals and firm purpose, a con-
~ption hardly consistent With the man of Pigures ~Barth. He 
ls now looked upon as a messiah, eventually to return and bring 
the spiritual redemption of PoictesDle. This faith is based on 
the report of Jurgen, who as a boy saw Manuel ride away with 
Grandfather Death. , Since Jurge.n had stayed out all night, he 
invented the story to avert a spanking. · 
Seven "heroes0 of the Fellowship are assigned quests by 
Horvendile to keep them out of trouble. They pursue their dooms 
without really changing, but the myth transforms them into its 
2S 
own imposture. Of the 'Seven 0nly Coth s,eeks Manuel, in the ,land 
of' the dead, and .begs him to return and correct certain f'.alse 
imp~ssions. Manuel, alw"ys the pragmatist, reproves him and 
~ . :· . ' . . 1 ' . • ' ' : • . 
says the myth is better, for it.has. incro~ed th" gen&ral welfare. 
• . • • • ' • ' ' . • ' ' • • • • ., ' • ' t ' ~ \ • 
. , As the novel ~n~ J'urgen, now. a respectabl~ p~broker in 
; ' . . ~ :. ' . ' . ' . . . . . ' . ' . . ' ' '. , 
midd~e life, comes to appraise the jewels in the statu~ of Manuel· 
, . , . . : .. r '. . . ~ ·, . . : , .: ·~ . . . • . : . : 
with an eye to loaning Dame Niafer 1ll011ey after. replacing them 
,. • • • , ~ • • 8 ' \ ' ' • ' ' • \ • ' '' :' I " •• ·' ' ' ; I • ' " . . ., . . . ' '; . 
with colored glass. To his surprise they are colored glass! but 
· ... ~' ; '; . /•,. ' ' ' ' ' ·•,, ......_.., ii .... '·. 
ev~ry~e .had forgotten. , Jurgen yiews this Vlt$t ,. ·hollow. image. 
;_ • i . ' ' • . • : • ! :. '1. l . ' . . • ~ • ' ', ' ?" • ; . ·~ ~ 
st~ded with va~ueless gU.tter, and perce~;ves that it i!l.valuable 
.. . .. . . . , . ; : . . ·: , :·· . ~ ~. r . 
for -the ideals it has fostered. And .he wonders what it really·· 
.•' ; ; ' ·' '. .' : . ~ 
was that he saw when Manuel rode westward with Grandfather De~~h'• 
'. . ' ' . ' .. · . ' . .. ' . 
·tu~ ' Jurgen · 
. . . ' 
Juraen .. finds the pawnbri>k.er defending evi 1 to a monk who 
has tripped over a stone and blamed his misfortune on the Devil. 
Walld.ng on., Jurgen meets a black gentleman ttho thanks him ·for 
his goOd word and wishes him a life free of care. 
1 
When Jurgen· 
implies· this is hardly possible. 'since he· is· a married man, the 
stranger·'promises to reward him. Arriving home,· Jurgen· finds 
his wife, Dame Lisa, has ·disappeared. Later' she is· seen acting 
stnnply.near a caw· and Jurgen yieldS to.his senae of honor--
and to family pnssure~-and goes into the cave after her. 
l ' ' . • ' 
. 1fi thin the caV'e. Jurgen •ets a centaur who carries him to 
the Garden Between Dawn and SUnrl.se,'wh~re he meets the ideal· 
woman of his youth. She, of course, doesn•t ncogni1e this; 
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fortyish pawnbroker~ and he departs to beg a bygone Wednesday 
from Mother Sereda ,(anagram of Dea Res, the Thing Goddess). 
Having rec:oVered bis youthful appearance but still in 
'. . ' . 
possession of his mature mind, Jurgen regains his bygone Wed~ 
nesday. He embraces' th~ ideal woman of his youth, Dorothy, but 
finds that at ·the end of the Wednesday things Mve,rt t~ the · 
present, and Dorothy is just the same as in actuality, Jurgen 
gingerly puts her aside, 
Searching further ·for the actualization of the ideal in a 
woman, Jurgen. "a monstrous clever fellow•• by 'his own. admission, 
succeeds by lllOuntebankery in possessing Gunevere before her 
marriage to Arthur-and in seducing Yolande in the course of a 
quest in Glathion. He marries Anai tis (anagram of Insatia) in · 
Cockaigne, enjoys domesticity with the Hamadryad Chloris in 
Leuke and marries the vampire Plorimel in Hell where he also 
meets his father Coth, demanding a hotter flame.· Jurgen even 
has the opportunity to have Helen of Troy, although he wisely, as 
shall be seen later, desists • 
. : After a visit to his grandmother's heaven, where he encounters 
his childhood self as she imagined him and where he even sits in 
ibe Throne of God, Jurgen conf'ronts Koshchei the Deathless, god of 
things as they are. Koshchei parades the above-mentioned women 
before him and desires him to choose. But Jurge~ will have none 
save Dame Lisa, for he is used to her and does rather like her. 
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IV. !!!!.,. !!!I[ Place · , 
Plorian_. the protagonist, presents another incarnation ·of the 
.archetype (>'l"ginated with Manuel." As a ten-year-old boy in '1698, 
. . . . . ) ' ' .. 
long. after .Jurgen's adventures· .in· 1279, ·he .falls·· asleep· in his 
father•s garden and dreams of finding the sleeping princess Mellor, 
I 
held in.enchantment on the High Place since medieval times. Pre-
. . 
sumably wakened ·by his father, he grows up during the decadei:it 
Orleans Regency but, before making his .fifth marri.age, is given 
the chance to obtain the ideal princess of his childhood dream~ 
the I.deal he has been pursuing. To obtain Mellor he uk.es. a pact 
with Jani.cot, the Brown Man, a Pan figure • 
.Jurgen had the chance ··to possess Helen of ~Y, his embodi-
ment of the ideal, but relinquished it •. wisely preferring to keep 
the ideal alive in his imagination, unsullied by reality. Florian 
, . ~· . ' ' ' 
is not so wise; he frees Melior and finds her to be an enormous 
bore--she ls spiritually and intellectually null, and she talks 
. ' ·, ' .. 
incessantly about nothing. .Florian was; ~o give his first child to 
Janicot a1 a. condition of their pact; this We.$ to end Melior's. 
stay. The last blow, the crushing disillusionment eomes when he 
finds the child to be that of ffoprig,. his patron saint! 
The church had cannonited a martyr named Horrig. The tail of 
. . . 
the first "ll" on his tombstone had worn away, so that he was 
called Hoprlg. The real Hoprig was a pagan priest, responsible 
. . . . , . 
for Horrig's .death, and h~d been asle~ on the High Place. 
Unable ~o fulfill his contract with Janicot, Plorian, stripped 
. ' : . 
of all delusions save ·his assertion •Of selfhood .·and the honor of his 
word, faces real dis.aster. He wakes up to find it had been a dream. 
The epilogue tells ul that· he 11 ved his life much as the dreu, 
with the exception of the.entanglement wi:tJi Melior. 
Cabell' s Later Period saw a change ln his fantasy. Relying 
less on pure invention and more on historical fact and 1i terary 
s~ces, Cabel 1 's fantasy is less his ~ and more that of the 
period he describes •. The change occurs with the trilogy ttffeirs · 
and Assigns," which encompasses the years 1938 through '1942. 
After this trilogy Cabell ·was to write but four more books, only 
two of which are fiction. (The Witch Woman, which appeared in 
1948, is a combination in one volume of three earlier short novels.) 
Hamlet Had An Uncle and The Plrst Gentleman of America are 
---~~ .......... ------
good examples of this later tendency of Cabell. Both deal with 
recognisable historical persons and periods (the latter with the 
Spanish conquest of the New World) • And both differ sharply in 
their general tone of sardonic. cynical disillusionment from what 
had preceded them. Indeed, the difference in tone is comparable 
to that between Shakespeare •s early comedies and his so-called 
black comedies. 
Hamlet Had an Uncle derives from the Ur-Hamlet but, unlike 
-----
Shakespeare, Cabell thrust the story back to the Norse period, 
'·': 
complete with blood, gore, atrocities, and its insane concepts of 
''honor" or "face." As indicated by the title, the protagonist is 
'not Ha.let but his uncle, not his paternal uncle Pengon (Claudius) 
but one unmentioned by Shakespeare. Pengon is Hamlet• 1 actual 
father while Horvendile. ·Hamlet*& putative father, is his actual. 
uncle.· :Thus, 'When Hamlet stays :Pengon. the slayer of.Horvendile 1 
he', actually avenges. his uncle• s death by: ki 11ing his own father. 
With the aid of Orton. an incarnation of the preternatural 
" ; ; ' . ~ . 
Honendlle of the "Biography," Hamlet succeeds ln assuming the 
~ . . , l • ' 
throne of Jutland and in making a political marriage with Alftruda, 
: l I , 
~ ' ! ' 
previously promised to Wiglerus 1 the uncle of the title •. Bventually 
he dlvorces her and marries the Pict's Amason-like queen Hermetrude, .. 
also loved, 'or lusted for, by Wiglerus. Wlglerus. who loves 
I' ,• 
Alftruda, now has cause for acting on a promise of fidelity to 
{ . ,· ' i ~ ~ : . 
Alftruda made by Hamlet • 
... l. ,. 
At this point Hamlet's fortunes sink and Wiglerus• rise. Orton 
.. • ! • • 
changes favorites and reveals to Wlglerus that·through the autual 
, ' 
' ; \ ' " ;' 
llU'fder of his two brothers, he is now King of Denmark and Hamlet's 
'' 
liege-lord. 
Wiglerus defeats ff•let and Hermetrude, trapping them and their · 
remaining foUovers in a swamp. Hamlet in a soliloquy tells Herme-
trude that honor is all; she finds thls impractical and a poor 
' ' ' 
. ' 
substitute for the comforts of her Pictland castle (or Wiglerus' 
Danish castle) and kills him and gains an armistice from Wiglerus. 
Now, of course, by the rules of honor Wlglerus must avenge 
Hamlet's death; furthermore Hamlet's infant son by Alftruda may 
later cause trouble lf he doesn't. He therefore has Hermetrude 
. , 
expertly killed by Magnus the Skald (a p~t who kills for art •s 
•ake) and thus is flbl• to live in security. 
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II. Tha Pirst Gentleman . of America 
- ----
. Here Cabell :presents the story of Nemattanon, ·an· Indian· · 
prince ol early V:lrginia•s·Ajacan tribe, said to be the son of 
th•. god Quetzal. .Nemattanon leaves his Indian wife and. goes with 
. ·" ' i ' • 
Pedr~ Menendez to team .the ways of civilization. Th~ book con-
cerns his education in the ways of a Christian gentleman, his 
~entures ln New.Spain and Spain, and his eventual return to lead 
hb people • 
. There is little to be said of the plot--it is mainly 
episodic and concerned with contrasting Nemattanon's innocen~ 
humanism with a credo that puts God and country above all else. 
' • • I ' 
And yet, the issues are not black and white, for Menende1 is like 
Manuel-·• simple man of action who acts with the highest motives 
believing them implici~ly although we can see the cynicism with 
which others use these same moti\tes. 
Despite Nemattanon 's humanism, he is able, as are the 
Spaniards, to let the end justify the means; he returns to his 
tribe and as their werrowance he safeguards their way of life as 
long as possible, leading them into the Alleghanies where they 
least any visiting Europeans before they kill them. 
In calling Cabell a humorous or a comic writer, it. is perhaps 
well to emphasize that humor and comedy are not restricted to 
slapstick and farce. Indeed, these two are but divisions of 
comedy, a fact which seems to have escaped today•s writers of 
television scripts. Aristotle recognized this, terming comedy 
an ind tation of men worse. than the average ; worse.' however' 
not as regards ,any and every sort of fault, but only as re-
. · gards one •.• ·• the· Rldic1.alou5 • whi'<~h.: is' a· species of the· · 
Ugly. 11le .Ridiculous .•Y be defined as a mistake or deformity 
not prc>ductive of' pain or harm to· others.··;~ .• ·,.1 ' ' . . . . 
Thus.: according to Aristotle 'the ntain" disd.nction of comedy is 
· that the fault possessed by tho protagonist does not," as in· tragedy, 
excite pity and terror, but rather laughter. Comedy may, therefore, · 
c0ncem itself with almost· any subject; actic>n Which might well 
·result in tragedy can, if resolved in a happy or fortunate manner, 
·.result ln comedy•: 
111t fact that · Comedy may Concern itself wl th almost any· Sub• 
joct ls vital to an appreclaiion of Cabell as a comic' writer. 
,. · ,;As can be seen from the above plot summa:des, many of C8bell 's 
··· Subjects are hardly laughable-•at least in the skeletal· form of 
an outline. 
Generally spe_aking, therefore, the comic or the humorous 
tn Cabell arises not from· an intrinSic "funniness" of the plot, 
but lrOJB the, a.Ctions Ind ·reactions of the charaeters ·who move 
within the plot• · Cabell has given us comedies of ideas and 
attitudes. It is difficult, therefore, to cite specific examples 
of Cabell'• comic·11USe~ 
,Davis bas fumished an approach which seems to be useful 
in considering" the development of Cabell' s comedy and l ts 
!Aristotle, "1be Poetics, 0 trans. by Ingram Bywater (Chicago, 
1952) , II, 683. 
varying applications .2 He finds three differing qualities of 
"laughter" bi the "Biography.'~ . Pirst b .the 1augh~er of superi-
. ority, satire, of the mind and directed at.~·rathe't' than oriented 
,. . . . ' ' . l' '· . . . 
with--certaln characters. This. of course, would characterize 
~ . ' . . . - ' '' . . ' . ' : ' . . . ' . . . ' . . . . . 
the •ocial comedy. .Second ls. laughter _at~-a react~on to gross-
ness,. as exemplified in farce. or slapstick •.. Third ls laughter 
with certain characters, laughter we share with them as they 
. triumph. over circumstances or, in failure, maintain a certai_n 
. savior faire, or balan,ced, sane .outlook •. It is an expression 
~f',adnd.rad.on for accomplishment or for ,a .gracefully accepted. · 
. f.ailure or disillusionment,. . Thia laughter engage_s both intellect 
~d.emotion and seems to me the highest of. the three forms • 
. . .. \·'·' . ' 
Davis,. however, does not attempt to assign Cabell'_s_ novels to 
any of those categories, he is content to ,asser,t th.at they may 
. be applied to Cabell. . 
Let us examine the ,above novels and see which type of laugh-
ter predominates. !!!! Eagle's Shadow, as evidenced . by l ts plot, · ~ 
is social comedy or satire. Indeed, it.could easily be trans-
lated into a typical Restoration Comedy of Manners. There is 
little ln th• characterization to excite our sympathy or promote 
identification or a sense of deja·!!!_• The plot, with its array 
of proposals, bmken hearts, and wills, is ratheJ: predictable, 
and we feel a sense. of smugness in observing th& sh al low, sopho· 
moric infatuations and discomfitures of Margaret and Billy. 
2oavis, pp. ss-s6, 
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11ln'e is also an element of laughter at in Cabell'• ridicule 
-
of the various philanthropic causes and their sponsors who sur-
round and batten off Margant HugOriin. eve~ here, though, satire 
predominates-•Mr. Petherldge.Jutesbury ts president of the Society 
'for the SUppreision' Of' Nicotine' ad 'the Nude,' Vice-president of 
the Anti-Inebriation League, 'and S.cretary.of. the Society for the 
Bradlcation of the Brotic. 3 As .;,,.·. ilight •xpect, hii nature con-
tr8dicts his offici.al capacities, he ts rather grc)ss and sensual. 
·Yet he 1• able to act.decisively and.even heroicauy'in ministering 
' ' to Billy after he has been ln.Jured. · It is. difficult to Judge too 
bushly a man who knowingly saves the,life'ol the man' who will 
stop th• accustomed largesse. 
Thus· Th!, Ba1le's Shadow ls virtually pure satire, and satire 
of a·rather non-lnteilectual sort. ·At the. most. it pokes fun at 
philanthropy and questions its •otlves, but in the ·main the book 
· •atb.i1es what would now be called the "Beautiful People•'' As 
••would expeet, they are revealed. as ·a shallow Jot, generally 
unworthy ol our real sYmJ>athy. It ls not surprising, therefore. 
that Cabell abandoned this form of c0medy. 
tt ts la Pi.pres !'!! Barth that . Cabeli reaches his true 
· metier. Here he leads us to feelings of admiration 'and envy 
toward Mantzel;we laugh with him, alheitwe sometimes s~le at 
his •.•endng nal vete. 
SJames Branch Cabell, Th!, Basle '' Shadow (New York, 1923), 
PP• 52, SS. 
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Manuel is Everyman. He intends to leave his mark on the 
world-·if not to remodel it, at le.ast. n~t to le~ve it unaltered. 
And he does leave his mark. He gains political power, is 
' o I , < • ' 
successful in battle and in the boudoir, .and becomes the beloved 
. ' - ' . - ' 
leader of Poictesme. Yet all this is pbtained at great cost, as 
is tt"Ue of the. realised ambitions of all men. 
Were Manuel. unaware of the price he paid for his succ•ss, 
we would laugh at him as a fool. But Manuel knows the price; 
. . ' ' 
he.was forewamed by Hon'endUe on Vraidex after he had given 
Hiafer to Grandfather Death: 
This is but the beginning of yaur losses, Manuel, for 
I think that a little by a little you will lose every-
thing which ls desireable, until you shall have . re-
maining at the last only a satiation, and a weariness, 
and an \Uleasy loathing of all that the human wisdom of 
your elders shall have induced you to procUl'e.4 · · · 
Here is material for tragedy, yet Manue1 is able to surmount 
it by sheer egoism. He proclaims over and over that he follows 
after his cwn desires and this assertion. though intellectually 
he cannot accept it, is emotionally sustaining and allows him to 
face life with good cheer. We laugh with him because while he is 
bound by society Ind its demands, as are all men, he is able !n 
·some measlll."e; even if in an illusory manner, to transcend the 
obligations of family, position, and all the other exigencies 
· which hedge about and constrict man. 
4James. Branch Cabell, Pigures !£. Barth (New York, 1927), 
p. 38. 
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The Silver Stallion continues this same vein, telling of 
--------
Manuel• s companions and their fates after his death. Much of the 
humor in this work arises from the disparity between Manuel as he 
was and as the Pellowship of the Silver Stallion remembers him, 
and the image of Manuel projected by Niafer and the respectable 
citizenry. Manuel's erstwhile companions struggle against the 
false image created by the new religion, but eventually they 
realise that the world does indeed wish to be deceived and that 
speaking the truth is no guarantee of popularity. 
The laughter here is a curious mixture of superiority and 
empathy. Knowing Manuel •s entirely human, though admirable 
nature, ve laugh at the edifice constructed on young Jurgen's 
inventiveness. Doing so, tte laugh with Manuel •s old companions, 
vho are also in on the secret. 11lis double laughter is intensified 
by the ironic fact that we and the Pellowship come to realize that 
Manuel dead ls aore useful than Manuel alive. 
With seven stories to relate, it is inevitable that some of 
'11• cJuuapion.s are laughable, at least initially. Consider, for 
exaaple. lerln, a scholarly warrior, who insisted he would leave 
home only at the command of his recently acquired wife. He was 
told by Horvendile 
You, Kerin; will go downward, whither nobody will dare 
to follow you, and where you will learn more wisdom 
than to argue with •, and to pester people with uncalled 
for eurdition.s 
SJames Branch Cabell, !!!!. Silver Stallion (New York~ 1927) ,, 
p. is. 
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And it was so. Kerin•s wife, Saraide, was of a curious 
nature and possessed a talisman which would indicate the truth 
when it was found. One day she imagined the glow of truth in 
a well and summoning Kerin to see, she hastened his search for 
truth. Saraide then pursued her quest, nocturnally, and with the 
aid of divers male assistants. 
Kerin discovered a library at the end of a long passageway ... 
at the bottom of the vell and, supplied with food by Sclaug, a 
strange bibliophile, pursued the truth for many year&. Eventually, 
with the one wholly true thing he had found, he made his way out 
to rejoin his wife. 
Saraide seemed unimpressed, for she too seemed to have dis-
covered the truth. They went together into their eight-sided 
house and 11 t the lantern with lerin 's paper bearing the truth. 
In the glow of the lantem the one truth was apparent, tha.~ time . 
sna.1111 everything, and that it was the height of wisdom to tTeat 
the one truth as if it were not true at all. •'ffe temperately 
kissed his wife, and he temperately inquired, 'My darling, what 
is there for supperf"'6 11ius we initially laugh at Kerin for 
giving up youth and pleasure for a futile search, and end by 
admiring his vlsdona in accepting the existential dilemma of 
life. 
Probably the funniest of the tales is that of Ninsain, 
fated to remain at home and uphold the motto of Poictesme, 
'Ibid. I P• 208. 
-
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Mundus wlt Decipi. Nln1ain was highly respected, • pillar of 
- I 
church and' Charity, so all made allolirances for his indulgence in 
wine at a banquet save one. Ninzain was aarrled. 
In his tipsine~s Nin1ain stepped off ~he p~th to his house, 
and his wif8 observed the footprint ·he left~. Nttxt aoming she 
' ( . . . . 
called his attend.on to its similarity to that. of ~huge bird, 
and he was forced to admit _that he was a member of the opposition--
, ,, ' - I 
from down tmder. Naturally his wife would,be forced to relate this 
to St._ Holmendis at confession, thus placing Ninzain ln jeopardy. 
Hlnzain, therefore, called upon his. spells to eliminate St. 
. . 
Holmendis--but he had forgotten them from living virtuously too 
. . ' .. 
long. He was forced to call upon Lucifer, who was most displeased 
with Nlnsain's fall from wickedness •. With appropriately super-
natural presence of mind, Nlnzain wheedled. Lucifer's forgiveness. 
The problem of St. Holmendis was solved by Ninzain's wife calling 
out that supper was getting cold and t~at he should be more con-
siderate . ot company. Nin1ain explained to Lucifer, 
If I could explain it,. I would perhaps care less for 
her. In part, I think, it means that she loves •= 
in part., I fear--upon looking back--it means that no 
Hally conscientious person cares to entrust the 
proper punishment of her· husband to anybody else.7 
Any husband will laugh (ruefully perhaps) and attest to the truth 
of this observation. 
7Ibld., P• 24S. 
-.·. 
In view of Davis• three tyPes of laughter, Jurpn ii probably 
the best ·example of sustained laughter with the: protagonist.. It 
might ·be well to note, however, that the above statement might be 
disagreed ·with by women-~Jurgen seems to • a book of primarily 
masculine. appeal. Men delight in· Jurgen ·because ·the pawnbroker 
flllfills·a common daydream of.aen--to play the nle of p-eat 
lover. Jurgen the pawnbroker is able to do just this,. to the 
delight of all the ladies he encounters and yet escape censure or 
even guilt because all ls ·accomplished through supernatural means·, 
and because in the end he willingly and almost happily returns to 
his shrewish wife •. Por in a sense it wu all a dream, having been 
managed by r:oshchei, god of things· as they are .. 
Thus it may be seen that Jurgen is both a critique of marriage 
and a satire on hedonism.a Jurgen's llarriage is hardly ideal--his 
wife berates him constantly for his poetic' aspirations and· his 
station in life as a pawnbroker--but he seems to find it preferable 
to his liasons with the various passionate ladies he encounters 
during his year 1111ay. He finds his taste for unbridled lust 
quickly ,fades. and that it becomes boring. something life with 
Lisa never was. 
Jurgen ls indeed a "monstrous clever fellow," thus we admire 
him ·for his wit tn meeting his adventures. But he has his failings 
which make him human. · Like all humans, he does not nally know who 
8Julius L. Rothman_. 0 A Glossarial Index to the 'Biography 
of the Life of Manuel rn (Ph.D. diss •• Columbia University, 1954). 
p. 3S. 
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he ls or what he wants. In heaven JUTgen addresses Goel 
•o God, why could You not let me have faithf for 
You gave me no faith in anything, not even in 
nothingn3ss. It was not fair. ' • • • Jurgen began 
to weep. 
Later he sits in the throne of God and cries "'Por I do not know. 
Oh, nothing can help me, for I do not know what thing l t is that 
I desire! tulO 
Out of these cries comes the an pt that torments the ''heroes" 
of many a modern novel, but Jurgen is able to accept it as part of 
the human condition. He searches for justice and for the realisa-
tion of that perfect love of woman which all men envision; unable 
to find them in Heaven, or Hel 1, or on Barth• he retums to Lisa, 
who is at least familiar, and whom he does rather like. Thus 
Jurgen ls Everyman, acting out the Human Comedy, striving toward 
the divine and at last contenting himself tdth •rely human con-
tentment. 
!.!!!. !!!Bl!. Place marks the tentative emergence of the hints of 
the darker sort of comedy that was to emerge more and more in 
Cabell• s later works. . Bdmund Wilson, referring to Cabell' s last 
four novels (The King !!!_ !! !:!!!. Counting House, Hamlet !,!!! .!!!. 
Uncle, !.!!!. Pirst Gentleman !!. America, and There !!!!!. ~ Pirates) 
speaks of the development of.a nmtsanthropic sadism*' which was 
9James Branch Cabell, Jurgen (New York, 1922), P• 297. 
10Ibid., p. 306. 
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"a feature" of earlier work.11 This is perhaps a bi't strong, .but 
in The !!!J!!. Place.there~~ an unp~easantness which.is,hardly in 
ovide.nce. in Jurgen o~. in The Silver Stallion.. I can offer no 
explanation,. especially since !!!!.Silver Stallion~~ Something 
About Bve both followed !!!.!. !!!J!!. Place and do not seem to embody 
this undercurrent. 
In !!!!. !!!I!!. Place we laugh primarily from a ••nse of superi• 
orlty and fl'Oll ~ observance of excess, or of arossness. Plori.111 
la a seeker after beauty and the ideal woman--to the extent of 
marrying and Jftllrdering four wives 1 . Purthermore, his "moral code•• 
consists. only of the injunction not to offend one's nef.gh~ors. 
'P'us much . of. the laughter of the book. springs from an tm~asy 
contemplation of excess•-Plori an' s aari tal and sexual predelictions, 
the stilted formalities of .the Prench court of the Regency, where 
one killed a brother over a coat button, and from Cabell 's a.at.ire 
on religion and the code of honor. 
The laughter of admiration is mted; it ii difficult to 
admire Plorim except as one might admire a daring and able 
criminal-·th• certain pleasure which obtains ln regarding a man 
performing • task exceptionally well. It aust be admitted that 
Plori.an acted in accord vi th the social norms of his time and 
station in life• but this does not ease the strain that the aodern 
reader feels in trying to view his actions as ''nonal." Indeed, 
Usdmund Wilson, "James Branch Cabell: 1879-1958,0 Nation 
C LXXXVI (June 1, 1958) i 519-520. 
virtually the only true admiration we can feel for Plorian is at 
F ~ , ' 1 
the climax, when he faces real disaster, pi ttlng Oltly his assertion 
: . . 
of selfhood and personal honor against Janieot. : Then we find it 
was all a dream, and perhaps this a11ows us to laugh--out ·of 
relief. 
Hamlet Had an Uncle and The Pirst Gentleman of America dis-
--.-. - - - ----
play the .~pleasantness of !!!!_ Hlsh. Place to a far greater de~ree, 
perhaps warranting Mr. Wilson's comment mentioned abo~. If not 
. . ' '\ 
"misanthropic sadism," they certainly evidence an awareness o~ 
. . . ; ' 
that portion of man'• nature which makes h~m most uncomfortable_: 
i • ., • ' ' ' • 
the carefully ignored propensity toward evi 1 and brutali tr known 
. ' . . ' . ' . '. 
variously as ''man's essentially evil atature," or the "ld" or the 
' ' . . . . ., . 
"old Ada." 
Both novels might be considered anatomies of the raw lust 
for power and its temperance by societal obligations. Both 
Hamlet and his uncle set about achieving their desire--women and 
authority·•ln the aethods which their Norse society provides for 
them--polltica1 machinations and when necessary carefully·calcu· 
lated murder• The measure of Hamlet's ultimate failue· and his 
uncle W1glerus• ultimate triwnph lies in the relative degree to 
which each is able to subdue his emotions to the exigencies 
imposed upon him by society. Davis refers to the "altruistic 
urge" to do what ls nquired by society.12 It seetas rather to 
12Davis, P• 140, 
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• to be ·a reaH aation· that ·society can destroy those wlio; :flout· · 
lt and that one's desires can b• •c1t1eved with society••· blessingS 
if·they are punued'in.the acc8t>tab1e·rnanDer• 
: Naattanon, like w11ierus. achieves· and :retains potter by 
carefully observing the conventions ot society (both Spanish and 
his ow Indian) aad by keeping tight rein on his emotions. He 
learns from Don Pedro and the Spanish that treachery and atrocf. ties, 
lf necessey, are the only defenses his tribe has against the en-· 
eroachmentl of "cl vilization." 
·a.ilce Wlglerus, Nemattanon is 'able to bide his time, to miake 
conventlons work for him. Don Pedro, like Hamlet, tends to succumb 
to his emotions. ·tn addi ti.on he, unlike the other three characters, 
ls essentially adat:rable. He adheres to the fanatical strictures · 
of Spanish colonial society because he believes them right• not 
for personal gain as do his fellows. This essential ·honesty is · 
ultimate!)' defeating and Nemattanon leams that the Spaniards are 
not to be trusted. Thus he "regresses" and leads his tribe back 
into the remote 110untain valleys. 
Laughter in these two novels ls laughtei- at the essential 
absurdity of the societies presented ·and their conventions. It 
is uncomfortable laughter; the reader feels an uneasy kinship 
with the persons of the novels. bi view of recent history many 
parallels are disturbingly apparent. Were it not for the clistance 
which Cabell allows us• and the consequent sense of detachment, the 
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novels would be disturbing and depressing. As it is, we view 
these human midges from a. comfortable distance and laugh at their 
grotesqueness--except when we uneasi.lr, see. ourselves-
42 
It is perhaps basic to the nature of man to theorize about 
the nature of things. to try to explain that which eludes~ easy 
- ' 
comprehension. Literature is no stranger to such philosophizing, 
and comedy has been one of its richest fields. Thus several comic 
theories rill be examined, end their applicability to Cabell will_ 
be assessed. These theorists have been chosen for various reasons. > 
Aristotle, of course, is, ab1ays a valid beginning. Fielding is 
included because of his -early mastery of the comic novel. Hazlitt 
,.; 
•rits inclusion because of his general value as a critic, and 
Bergson is an adequate representative of the modem school of · 
"scie11tific" philosophy. 
Aristotle asserts that ''co•dY is ... an imitation of lower 
types; though it does not include the full.range of badness, 
nevertheless to be ridiculotls is a kind of deformity. The causes 
,,_laughter are errors or deformities that do not injure us •••• 0 1 
After Aristotle most theories of the comic utilized the 
concept of the humors. those four constituents •hich, in equal 
1Aristotle, p. 683. 
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proportions made up a "normal" individual. An overabundance of 
one or another predisposed a person.toward. certain types of 
action. The concept of th• humors vu extended. to. describe any 
person who had a mania of ·some sort, a dri vlng passion. Thus in 
Ben Jonson's !!!!, Silent Woman the aain character's hUJllor vas his 
desire for quietness in all things. As can be imagined the 
huaor character was one-dimensional; as' the Bnglightenment progressed · ·" 
the humors dwindled,. although traces of the philosophy persisted. 
As an example of ~is persistence, Henry Plelding first dis-
tinguishes between the comic and the burlesque. The bll?'lesque is• 
he says, ttever the exhibition of what is monstrous and unnatural , 
and where our delight, if ve examine it, arises from the surprising 
absurdity .... 112 The coa!c, however, is • "just imitation" of nature, 
for life furnishes an accurate observer with the ridiculous.! Thus 
burlesque is exaggerated •. werdrawn, closer to the hwaor characte!', 
while the comic b true to life, a natural P.ortrayal which does• 
of course. tend to emphasl1e the ridiculous. 
With this distinction made, ·Pleld!ng is able to concern him-
self wl th defining the source of the ridiculous. This he finds 
to be affectation, which pro.ceeds from either vanity or hypocrisy. 4 
Plelding holds that from the discoveiy of affeetation comes the 
2ffenry Plelcling, from "Author's Preface" (1142], in Joseph 
Andrews (Hew York, 1948) 1 p~ xviii. · · , · · 
3Ibid., P• xix. 
-
41bld •• p. xxi. 
-
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ridiculous~ causing surprise ·end pleasure. to a higher degree 
from the apprehension ·of hypocrisy than fr01D vanity~ He explains 
that this ls because vanity is merely ostentatio\ls and often 
asserts a greater degree of virtue than is present, while hypoc-
risy presents the reverse of what actually is• hence the high. 
degree of the ridiculous.I 
Pielding undoubtedly wrote about comedy with his own 
excellent novels as examples. It would be well to see how a 
writer known pri•rlly for crlticls11 would cliscuss comedy un-
biased by bis own creations. 
WllliBM Hazlitt echoes Aristotle, stating that both tears 
and laughter are allied reactions to a sudden change of circuna-
stances J tean being the result of sudden or violent eaotlon, and 
laughter the result of mere surprise or contrut.6 The comic is 
the result of incongruities between what ought to be and what ls. 
Hull tt assigns three degree• of the comic--the laughable, the 
ludicrous, and the ridiculous·-all opentina on tbe same principle 
of contrast. They vary in the strength of the contrast and the 
degree to which the observer is intellectually aroused or dls-
turbed. 7 
Stbld., PP• xxt, axil. 
-
6111ua Ha1U.tt, froa ''On Wit and Humour" [1819]. ln 
Lecture• !!!. !!!!. English. Poets e !!!!. BngU.sh Comic Wrl ters I 
ed. William Carew Ha11itt (London, 1884), p. 2. 
?tbld., P• 6. 
-
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Hazlitt draws a c11st1nct1on between humor and Wit. Humor 
b a mere 'descrip'tt'on of the ludricrous'; .. wit ls its exposure by 
C01Bpariion or COntrasi with something et~e. 8 ·. Thus humor ·~ay be 
entirely unconsciou9 ~d · accidental~· but wit ls always purposeful 
and intelleetuaUy dlrected'. Wit is "the eloquence of indifference," 
whether its subject is serious or light, if it discusses the serious 
seriously it bec0mes soething ~lse.9 
The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, along with 
. ...,, 
the rise of·reallsm and naturalism, were aarked by the feeling that 
everything could be scientifically explained. Thi• lead· to the 
scientific philosopher, ·a· good example of whom b Henrt Bergson. ' . 
Bergson's main thesis ~-ts that a person ls comic to. th~t exte.nt that · 
hil attitudes t geStUr9S .. , llOV811l8ntS I 8tCq present ~ Up8Ct Of 
rigidity, or a kinship with a machine. 10 Thus the Chaplin walk is 
comic because of its kinship to a mechanical doll. and the jerkiness 
of early movies elicits laughter because of the redu~tio~ of humans. 
to automata. Drawing:upon this touchstone, Bergson develops 
various corollaries. A person embarrassed by his body (cf. tele-
,.,,'·•. 
vision commercials) elicits laughter. He generalizes hia main 
. . 
thesis and.asserts that ve laugh when a person gives the impressioD' 
of being a thing (and. o~ course one cannot feel for a thing). It 
is open to question whether a robot could be comic, so Bergson 
8 Ibid., P• 15. 
-
9 
. Ibid •• p. 16. 
-. . ' 
lOHenri Bergson, from "Laughter" [1900], trans. Cloudesley 
Brereton and Pred Rothwell, in Comedy (New York, 1956), p. 74. 
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considers as ·comic ·· 0 any' arrangement of acts and events which , 
gives.· .• in' at single combination; 'the lllusion of life :and the 
distinct impression of a mechanical arrangement. ull : ' 
Aristotle~ ·of course,· wrote in response to what he : observed 
of the drau of his day. When applied' to Cabell, discrepancies 
becOlle apparent.· · Cabe11 •s coaic figures are not of a "lower 
type"; whiie their errors do not injure us, Cabell 's heroes are 
too much like us' tor them to be termed ridiculous without simi-
larly labelina ourselves. 
Plelding•s "just imitation" of life is very applicable; for 
all of the aedleval trappings la many· of Cabell'• works his: 
characters an convincing, they act and react as humans 1 not as 
do the idealizations of Hope, Pylei and Major.• However,, Plelding•s 
discovery of th• ridiculous, springing from vanity or hypocrisy, as 
, , , 
th• source of· laughter doesn't wort well with Cabell. Jurgen ls 
anything but a stock humor chara~er; while his search for 'justice 
•Y seem humorous• he· is never made to appear foolish and the butt 
of the· tcornful laughter characteristic of the downfall of one 
aotivated by vanity or hypocrisy. 
Hazlitt attribute• the comic to the incongruity between what 
ought to be and what is 1 a principle much at work in Cabell. 
Hulitt's description· of wit as ''the eloquence of indlfference,0 
11 ; Ibid., P• 105. 
-
*'11lree novelists, popular in the ea!'ly twentieth century, who 
wrote stories set in • heavily romanticized era of chivalry .. 
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however. does not apply to, Cabell. for while Cabel 1' s c:omedy is 
intellectual, it is hardly indifferent--any more so than, is 
Shakespeare's in the Dark Comedies. 
lihile Bergson's 111echanbtic theory seems quite up-to-date, 
its emphasis on rigidity of attitudes and moVement seems little 
aore than an exten51on of the comedy of humors. His theory 
admirably explains Punch and Judy• and much of current television 
comedy, but it seems inadequate for any work in which people are 
presented as anything:more than stereotypes. 
Thus it can be seen that the above theories of the comic are 
not readily applied to the distinctive Cabellian comedy. 'The 
three major works on Cabell discussed in Chapter I also deal with 
CabeU's comedy; they·therefore demand closer consideration. 
Desmond Tarrant's ~Dream _!!!!!!!'!.!.Reality unfortunately ·aay 
be dismissed after a brief discussion. He is little concerned 
with Cabell as a comic writer. As have many oth&r commentators, 
Tanant finds irony a,·prime ingredient of Cabell' s comedy. The 
reader shares with the author a knowledge of the gods' hos~ility 
and their delight in toying with men as children with flies, and 
ls thus able to view the antics of the artist's creations with 
detached amusement from a superior viewpoint as he jerks the 
strings that control them.. 11ds produces the catharsis mentioned 
ln Chapter I (comic though often incorporating pity and terror), 
the result not of genial skepticism but of 0 considerab1e passion 
and intense agony of spirlt."12 
12.rarrant, p. 118. · 
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Tarrant does not seem to have been concerned with developing 
a unified concept of Cabell's world-vi~w. 1fe find various comments 
. ' 
here and there which seem to hint at.Cabell's ~bought, or this 
thought as transmitted by ~arrant's thought (an inevitable occur-
rence,. to sou degree). Par example, "[Irony is] the sane man's 
' , . . 
defense against an insane world.u"l3 or. 0 .... nothing is good or 
bad but thinkin1 aakes it so, 0 14 or "Por life.it,elf is perverse, 
and Cabell presents life--not only its stupidity and.ugliness but 
also its music and its beauty •••• ulS Plnally, speaking of Jurgen's 
refusal of the beautiful women. offered him by loshchei, Tarrant 
writes "This return to mundane reality--the p-eatest tragedy of 
all--is the master tou.ch which completes a masterpiece. 016 Perhaps 
Tarrant is a discouraged romantic. an impnssion strengthened by 
his assertion that in life ''we weep for joy even at the possibility 
of getting what we vant ... 17 Would not this approach admit humor 
into the grimmest naturalistic novel whenever the hero succeeds 
even 1I011lentarilyT 
Joe Lee Davis, unlike Tarrant. grapple1: with the question of 
Cabell'• world-view. Having disposed of the classification problem 
as mentioned in Chapter I, Davis discusses the intellectual climate 
of the 1890's to the 1920'•• He finds the period a conflict among 
several philosophical viewpoints. One of the contenders was what 
13Ibid., p. 62. 
-
151bid.,. P• S8. 
·-
17Ibid., P• 96. 
14Ibld. , p. 56. 
16tbid., p. 114. 
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Davis· terms ''reductive naturalism." It was essentially a thorough-
going •terialis•, explaining the traditional roles of God, the 
soul, and reason as nothing !?!!, (Davis' italics) manifestations of 
purely physical processes, even if' not readily measurable ln the 
laboratot'Y •18 
· A popular alternative to this materialism, with its severely 
deterministic implications, was a nconstructlve naturalism" rather 
similar to the •lioristlc naturalism implied in much of "nlomas 
Hardy's work. It posited the eventual emergence by strictly 
evoluntionary means of the traditional universals and spiritual 
entities.19 
Pragmatism in various fol'llS enjoyed quite a vogue, as it 
does today, with its premise that as long as any hypothesis which 
'*worked" and could be empirically "checked" was "true.," it vas aot 
in direct conflict with the above two naturalisms~ It, however, 
admitted many of the traditional absolutes. If theY were found 
helpful, as usable "fictions."20 
Traditional realism persisted, though drawn to constructive 
natmaU.sm, ln its .belief in the pri•cy of reason. the existence 
of universals. and the dualis• of ·ns !:ntema and ns externa. 
- ----· 
Unlike the constructive naturalists, realists avoided appeal to 
the evolutionary process. 
18oavls. p. 49 
20Ibid. 
-
U>Ibtd. 
-
so 
Idealism-·o~en termed personallsm--continued to hold to,the 
primacy of self or consciousness and its. essences. , Truth .was to 
be.found only through these. Idealism could, .of coUTse. lea4 .to 
, solipsis11--the concept that matter is only the product of the, . 
human·imagination as inspired by.a sup~rnatural dei~y.~~ .. 
Davis sees Cabell as a "libertine skeptic," toying with, over 
the course of ''The Biography," the whole gamut of· the above ideas , 
~ • ; I . ' 
and making especial use of the u if philosophy, (Davis'. itali,cs) 
---- - ·. 
which·held that man might make some.of his dreams come true .bY 
acting as if they would·. 22 . D~vis holds that Cabe 11, as , an amateur 
' ~..... . ' . 
or 0 Uterary0 thinker, was often.unsure \fbere his. philosophical 
beliefs lay, so he used almost all of them ina continuous dialogue. 
It. would seem that Davis is unwl lling or unable to find .in .Cabell 
either a sustained philosophical viewpoint or evidence of an . 
evolving one, and that this may explain. Davis' failure t~ discuss 
, . ,Cabell 's comedy beyond -te?'nling it cosmic comedy and. applying the 
three useful classifications mentioned.in Chapter II • 
. Arvin, Wells has developed what ls .thus far the most compre-
hensive theory of Cabell'• world·viev and the comedy which results 
from it. Wells holds that Cabell professes an inability to. find 
any. order--moral or otherwise--in the universe •. ,The structure of 
the universe. ls, froa a human viewpoint, irrational and there~ore 
incomprehensible. ~t there is some pattern, if man imagines laws 
21Ibid., p. so. 
-
22B?,!!•, p. 51. 
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operating; they work toward an unknowable end.2s 
'11lis would seem· to align Cabell with the naturalists; however, 
Wells feels he llUSt decline to share their conclusions. Although 
Cabell "bows" that humanistic values and ideals are fictitious, 
he refuses to view man •rely u a transmitter of life force or as 
a social phenoaenon.24 Thus Cabell'• world-view is a sort of lop-
sided compromise between idealism and naturalis•.25 
Echoing Davis, Wells finds that this compromise bu been 
effected by using the !!.. !! philosophy. which Wells correctly 
attributes to Vaihinger.26 Wells holda the as if philosophy to be 
--
th• only anodyne available or p0sslble to· a "•keptical mind far 
gone in dlst11uslomaent; that 11, a llind no longer capable of a 
whole-hearted act of faith, no longer able to give unquestioning 
allegiance to any particular ideal or concept.»27 
How then, does We11s nvision Cabell wresting comedy f%0Dl 
this rather gr1a philosophy! As discussed in Chapter I. Wells 
finds much of Cabell'• comedy the ntul t of the irony of the con-
trast between the ideal, or the desired, and the actual. The 
irony, Wells says. l• not e11tbltterin1. for the hero ts "cU.sin-
toxicated,n 1. ••• freed frOll the delusion of finding the ideal 
actuaU.11d. 28 The source of the comedy derives from hUll81'l beings 
2Jweus, p. 10. 
251bid.' P• s. 
27tbld., P• 29* 
--
24tbld. • P• 12. 
26Ibtd., P• lS. 
28Ibid., l'• 44. 
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struggling in a naturalistic universe, attempting the impossible 
and inevitably faillng.29 Wells finds cathaTsis implicit in the 
comedy, for the reader is given a eosmic rid.on, and is able to 
view human existence dispassionately. Id •entloned in Chapter I, 
Wells states that Cabell'• comedy "threads the line between comedy 
and tragedy ...... so Like tragedy, it attempts to :reconcile iaan- to 
his place in the universe. But what does Wells ~el is Cabell's 
conception of man's place in the univorset '11le following passage 
seet!19 to typl fy his findings. 
Prom Cabell 's p(!int of view, though he disclaims 
any knowledge of the plot of the universal drama, 
one thing is certain--insofar u man strives to 
exceed the very severe l!ld.tations which material 
nature imposes upon ·him, he casts himself in the 
role of fool. Thus, the comic is inherent in 
every pattem of human 1i ving . which departs fr0ta 
the purely sentient and lnstlnctlve.31 
These statements seem to predlcate a crassly deteriainistic.;. 
materlal!stlc view of existence and the universe~ with unreduced · 
to the status ol a laboratory rat, running l ts prescribed pattem 
throup a ma1e, punished for deviations from the ·foreordained path. 
It is clifficult to see how Wells' conception of Cabell'• world·Yiew 
could lead hi• to speak of Cabell•• coraedy as beln.1 "not nbl t• 
'. 32 
tering" ancl laclcing in cynicism. 
Indeed, what is there ln this •ort of view of man and the 
wdvene which would make comedy possible at all, save to the JaOSt 
291btd. • P• 61. 
-
so . 
Ibid., P• 136. 
-
S2tbld., p. 44. 
-
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callout and llisanthropic authoi- !!!,! reader, the sort of persons 
who would find humor in the facial contortions of a •an being 
gasseclt 'tt would sen to me that Mr. ifells·has misunderstood 
Cabell' s philosophy, the basis of his comedy,' thus casting doubts 
on the valldi ty of his later comments. An understanding of the 
philosophy seems vital; our understanding of Pope ls flawed "1th-
out knowledge of the Great Chain of Being, so too did the spirit 
of his ti••• 110ld Cabell's work. 
It is generally accepted. of course, that an author is a 
product of his times •. · ·. Thwi a brief cons~deration of· .. some of the 
forces which molded and continue to influence tho attitudes of 
the tw8tltieth century.seems ln order.' It would take 'lllmlY tines 
the available space to trace fully the various sources of those 
attitudes which produced the. tenor of. the twentieth century' but 
perhaps these comments vill enable Cabell to be placed in the 
context of his times •. 
Wi tliaa · Barrett., finds ·the ·watershed to have been the 
Protestant Reformation••aan stripped of the comforting mediators 
of priest and confession·and was reqUired to face Clod in all his 
nakedness, to face a God who had, agosbefore, decided his indi ... 
vidual fate. :s3 Here,· Barrett believos,. began the continuing p-rocess 
to strip 1llJl n.aked of his comfortable, ego-supporting beliefs. 
33wtuiaa Barrett, , Ir.rational !!!,. (Garden Cl ty, 1962), P• 27. 
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11\e rise of the new astronomy hastened the process, removing 
man from his place ln·the center of the unl\terse and relegating 
him to an uneasy rider of a whirling. speck •. , Even, howe\ter, with 
. ' 
Newton's demonstration of the superflul ty ot a personal God in a 
clock-like universe man could still be comforted by his divine 
.parentage~ 
Darwin and !!!!. Origin ·~ !!!.!_ Species weakened that comforting . 
prop, however, and astronomy ln the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries further expanded the universe, reducing ~n 
to an ever-smaller accidental aggngation of molecules. The 
reason apparent in the universe and reflected in man suffered 
heavy dlll8ge at tlie hands of Freud, who reduced free vi 11 to 
reactions to uncontrollable subconscious drives. Bven the· tint verse 
became a random motion of particles of matter·, matter which was 
. ' 
insubstantial, a mere aggregate of electrical charges and,e11pty 
space. As Joseph Wood hutch 'wrote, 
· Th• universe revealed by science ••• la one in which 
the huaan spirit cannot find a comfortable home •••• 
It needs to believe ••• that right and wrong are real. 
that Lon is more than a biological function, that 
the human alnd is capable of reason rather than aerely 
of rationalisation, and that it has the power to will 
and to choose instead of beln1 compelled •rely to . 
react in the fashion predeterained by its conditioning. 34 
l!'lltch sees .two· possible alternatives for man to utiH.1e in 
reacting to this world-view. He ~Y eithe~ .•urren~er his humanity 
MJoseph Wood ltrutch, !!!!. Modem T!!p!r (New York, 1956), p. xi. 
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by adjusting to the "real world," or he •Y "live some kind of 
tftgic existen«?• in.a universe alien to the deepest needs of his 
nature,"35 The first altematlve is exempli~ied in literature by· 
.... ' ' \ • l 
the Naturalistic School. by such authors as Zola and Dreiser. Man 
ls but one of the higher animaJs, jerking through life ln reflex 
' ' ' ·, ' ~ .! • • • I • 
arcs predetermined by bis heredity and environment. Outside 
. . 
forces which he is powet-less to resist impinge upon him and, 
. . ' . . . . . . . . 
regariless of his desires, mold him t,o.circumstances. The universe, 
at best indifferent, ls at worst seemingly actively hostile. 
' . . ' ' . . ... 
Man is a aere pawn in the vast. flux of the universe. 
The second alternative is. the,way of Bxlstentialism. which 
ls_,the doalnant reaction to Krutch's statement today. Il the first 
alternative ls a mindless.acceptance of an animal existence, the 
second is an attempt to deal rationally with an indifferent uni-
. verse, or to find reasons to justify existence in a purposeless 
universe. 
Camus holds that there is only one truly serious philo· 
sophical question, and this is suicide. 36 Suicide is a response,to 
a world without lights and illusions. "A world that can be ex-
plained even vi th bad. reasons is ~ fudliar world ... 37 But without 
reasons, there is no cure fcrr the feeling of alienation, .. and there 
is a feeling of absurdity, Which engenders a longing toward death~S8 
35.!l>J!. 
36A1berl Camus, !I!.!. ~ !!. Sisrphus ·.!!!.!! Other Bssays. trans. · 
from the Prench by Justin O'Brien (New York, 1955), P• 3. 
37Ibld., P• S. 38Ibid. 
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Caaus continues that absUJ.'dity arises from the realisation of the 
disparity ~etween or the comparison between·a bare fact and a 
certain reality, between an action and the world that transcends 
l t. 39 A man attacking a tank with a club is absurd• because of th~ . 
disparity between his ala .and his strength. 
Thus ClllUS sees existence in the modem world as a struggle 
character! 1ed by an absence of hope (but this has nothing to do 
wl th despair), a continual rejection (but not remmciation), and 
a.conscious dissatisfaction (not to be compared with immature 
unrest). 40 Life, then, is a grim effort, justified only by the 
•anings man can attach to it, ·knowing such meanings to be mere 
inventions. 
Can Cabell be associated with el ther of these .reactions to 
reality as modem un perceives itf Certainty, Cabell's characters 
do not mindlessly accept the existence of automatons. Manuel is a 
mare swineherd, but he transcends bls heredity and environment to 
become Redeemer and Count of Polctesme. He is used to following 
after bis own thinking and desires. even though in doing so he 
may be only fulfilling the obligations put on him by other people.41 
He establishes a kingdom for Niafer to make amends for giving her 
to death. He fights for Allanora when she sends her talisman. 
39tbid,. P• 22. 
-
40 
,00_., P• 23. 
41 Davis, P• 72. 
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Bven when Grandfather Death comes and confronts him with.evidence 
of his unim.portance·-for ·to death accomplishments are· nothing•-
he is. obliged to defend the figure he has: made in the world •. 
Jurgen ls a tho~ghly dOMsticated pawnb'!'O'ker, a fit speci· 
men for the slice of life techn.que, highly. subject to: the cir• 
cmutances of his enviromaont• ·He is, however, able to bargain 
. ·with< time and lu debilitating effects, in the person of Me>ther 
Sereda, and subvert the laws: of the universe to sea,ch for hls 
ideal. ·He ranges freely over Heaven, Barth, and Hell, debJlting 
God and flirting with the Devil •s •dfe.· Indeed, he is "• 
aonstnusclever fellow." 
Plorian, too, conspires against reality to win. to his desire--
:·_the ideal woman. That he wins her is unfortunate. for be discovers 
. that the attainment of a desire· marks the beginning ·of its death. ·' 
, He, too. is unfettered by a sense of hls own impotence (psychic or 
physical!) and he senses, vaguely. the repercussions of his murder 
of Phillip of Orleans. 
Even in TI!!. Silver Stallion, perhaps the most iconoclastic · 
and disillusioned of the tetralogy. comprising the core ot 'tThe 
8iography, 0 individuals still manage to achieve the human dignity 
that Naturalism would deny. Manuel's life acquires new and greater 
'.' 
· relevancy as the origin of· a religion. which people believe because 
it is absurd and which has a beneficial effect on their lives. 
Coth of the l\ock achieves our admiration and a measure of dignity 
. .~ 
ln his adherence to.the nal Manuel he knew. Indeed, it is this . 
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hard con of egotism. of self-importance and self-assertion that 
preserves Cabell's characters fl"Oll. the typical Weltschmerz of 
modem realism. 
What, then. of the other alternative, the tragic sense of 
life. iaplid.t, according to Camus, ln the existential approachf 
Camus 1ees a continual rejec~ion, .but n.ot a renunciation. Manuel 
desires to follow alte.r hf.a own thinking and· desires, and he re· 
jects the assertions. by Xing He.las that .he, Manu,1, brings wisdom .. · 
but having been accorded ihe rewards of wisdom. he keeps them, for 
' • • •I\ ' . ' 
one must live in the world, absl1'1"d as it. •Y be.. He can lntellec ... · 
~ually nject his cwn importance when he meets Deatq~ but to re-
nounce it would be a dissolution of self •. 
Demander, too• tn The Silver Stal Hon, .having becODl8 a god, 
is forced to reject intellectually the_idea of the Judgement Day 
when Manuel shall return. · He ts shown the cinder that remains of 
Barth. Yet he persists in his fal th• for that bolsters his ego. 
Jurgen and Plorlan are forced to reject the possibility of 
attaining the perfect love, yet they retain the idea as a taus ... 
-· Dlssatlsfa~lOJJ. eaters• also, It is that feeling which 
arises from having done lfhat one could, what one must, and yet 
kn•ing it to be inadequate, or of no 1-:Sting importance. Ierin. 
ln The Silver Stallion, after years of study, vrites on a slip of 
. ..,...._,. . '· 
paper the oae tl'Ue saying, and then, vhenhe finds it meaningless, 
lights a lamp with it. Jurgen is dissatisfied with the marriage 
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with Danae Lisa, but he has explored the· alternatives, so he accepts . 
·the· ccapromises of life without unrest·. ·Indeed, all of Cabeltts · 
·main characters are dissatisfied--with, thelllS:elves, with the actions ··. 
~. . . . ' . 
of others, with life as it ls. 
Cabe11 1s characters commonly experience fits of existential 
anrlety OT alienation. Manuel says, . , ~. 
But I cannot. put aside ·the thought that· l, .who .for 
the while exist in this aortgaged body, cannot ever 
get out. to you. Preydis; there· ls no •ay in which 
two penons uy meet in this world of aen: ve can 
but exchB:llge, . from afu, despairing friendly. signal!, 
in the sure knowledge they will be ndslnterpreted. 
~ • I ' • ~ 
And Jurgen sits upon the throne of God and wonders 
'And what will you do nov?' . says JUl!'gen, ~loud. 
, . 'Oh, fretful little Jurgen, you that have .complained 
because you had not your desire, you are omnipotent 
over. Barth and all the. affairs of men. What now ls 
your desire?' And sitting thus, enthroned,· the· 
. heart of. Jurgen was as' lead vlthin him, and h~ felt 
old and very tired. 'Por I do not know. Oh, nothing 
can help me., far I. do not know what. thing it is .that · 
I desire ••• for I 111 Jurgen who seeks he knows not 
what. • 4~ . . · . . · , , , · . . . · . . . 
Plorian says,: when all, crumbles about, him, 
. 'The pious old faith that made 1ltf living glad .has . 
been taken away from me, the dreams that I pre-
served from childhood have be•n. embodied for my 
derision. I see my admirations and at'/ desires 
for what ·they are, and this is a spectacle before 
which crumbles my self-conceit. The past ••• has 
become hateful:, and of my hopes for the future, 
the less said the better. All crumbles, Collyn: 
but Puysange remains J>uysange. • 44 . . . ·.. . . . . . 
42Cabe11, Pigu:res !! Earth, p •. 129. 
43_.....__.•: Jurgen, pp. 305,306. '. '•: 
' 
· 44 •. !'!!!. !!,!2 Place, p. 239. 
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11ius Cabell fits reasonably well into the category of the 
tragic,. or existential, sense of lif'e with its dissatisfaction , 
and rejection. But Cabell does not deny his characters hope, ·, 
and herein, I believe, lies a facet of his tolerant, hum.an realism 
and of his comic power. 
Indeed, hope ls perhaps a touchstone of comedy, hope and a 
. , ' -~ ·.· .. '• . 
refusal to be stifled by the limitations of ordinary human existence--
in other words, endurance. Consider the example of Dicken's Mr. 
Micawber, a character who could have served as an example of the 
defeat of the human spirit by the crass materialism of nineteenth 
century British society. Instead he emerges triumphant through his 
ever-present, ridiculous, thoroughly comic ho}>e tor a brighter 
future. 
Nr. Nicawber hopes for a brighter future; Yossarian, in Joseph 
Heller's Catch ~. hopes •rely to· survive World War II. Perhaps 
survival or endurance is what hope degenerates to in 11t1ch modem 
comedy. Certainly Cabell's characters exhibit res;t-iience :ln the 
' . ·-,, 
face of apparently crushing obstacles.· Wiglerus, for eXample, 
despite the apparent loss of all power and all he holds dear, 
persists in his hopes of satisfying his honott and he succeeds. 
Ninzain, cajoling the Devil, is even able to joke. Yet even in 
adversity.,· Cabell's creations exhibit a certain 1est in life which 
ls conspicuously ab~ent from much recent fiction. 
Hope and endurance, however, are not the only necessiti.es for 
comedy, were they the Horatio Alger novels would be tmfaiU.ng sources. 
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Equally inaportant is a certain sense of detachment, a psychic 
separation of author and subject, author and rctader, reader and 
subject. 11lat which affects us directly may or may not be amusing, 
the same event is more. likely to be amusing lf its effect is some• 
what peripheral. 
In the case of Cabell's Existential comedy, this distance ·is 
even more vital. The world view Cabell constructs is tao realistic, 
too close to the surreal events of recent history for us to take 
pleasure 'in contemplating it v1thout the softonlng effects of , · 
distance• . Catch 22·, £or example, would hardly have found such an 
---
enthusiastic folloving had it been published immediately following 
World Wu II. Bven at this distance 1 t probably evokes unpleasant 
memories frora those who fought. 
The distance is even more pronounced in most of Cabell. The 
books discussed above, with. the exception of ~ Eagle's Shadow; 
deal vi th events ln virtually mythical times. Their remoteness and 
the various trappings ol magic, gods, and mythical beasts, soften 
the impact of the Existential. viewpoint just beneath the.surface •. 
Bxistence is often absurd in the novels. but then so is the stage 
on which it occurs. tfe somehow feel aloof and isolated emotionally, 
although we realize intellectually that realism ls a matter of. 
human·· portrayal and not scene-setting. we tend to ignore this fact. 
M\m.dus !.!!!!. Decepi ls Poictesme's JaOtto, it has far wider significance 
than to this mythical kingdom. Cabell :realised this, as do most 
modern Existential writers. Both attempt to disabuse the reader of 
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his erroneous preconceptions and lead him to a clear-eyed view of 
the human condition. ·. Usually the result is angst;' CabeU, however, 
'is able to make the absurd amusing rather than disturbing, and his 
actors bUll8n rather th'an puppets of chance • 
. The Cabellian he.rd; for all his hope for the future, realizes 
that he exists in ab.leak, tventie'th-century'universe~' fie realizes 
this. and is yet able to live with the·self-confidence and hope of 
·an earlier age'when the'Universe'was rational and benevolent. This 
combination of hope and determinism,· the ability to realize the comic 
absurdity of existence without robbing it of the dignity ve crave, 
repretents the llleasure of Cabell'• achievement~ 
6J 
Thus in Cabell'• major works we find a common theme with 
modem imaginative art--the anti-hero. Cabell 's heroes share with . 
hi• the discomfiture of an insane. purposeless wiverse, the feeling 
of personal and collect! ve impotence in the face of the vast . in .. 
difference of existence and the dim. uneasy realizati.on '.tha~ in 
the final analysis one's life will count for nothing. Nor1 is the 
anti-hero, Cabell's or that of the present, allowed the anti-_ 
theistic posture that Stephen Crane expressed. 
·XIII 
If there is a witness to my little life, 
To my tiny throes and struggles, 
He sees a fool; 
And it is not fine for gods to menace fools.1 
Por God, if not dead, does not wish to become involved or, assuming 
His good intentions. His attention has been diverted, allowing the 
ttorld to careen aimlessly, a ship without a helmsman. 
Unfortunately for the state of comic writing. the above view 
of man is most conducive to the sort of embittered black comedy· 
exemplified by Joseph Heller's Catch !!• a ~~-force in its 
own right but hardly a reassuring view of humanity. Heller's 
lstephen Crane, The· Collected Poems of Stephen Crane, ed. 
Wilson Pollett (New YOrf, 1932), p. is. -
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conos admits two types of man--the man of action vho is, however, 
corrupt and totally •elf-centered and his opposite, whose intentions 
are good but ~o, aghast .at the insanity and amorality of the 
vorld, throws up his hands in desJ>air and, retreating into himself, 
. ' ' 
abdicates :responsibility • 
. The essential factor that separates Cabell' s humane comedy . · 
from the ·black comedy of typical contemporary fi~tion is hope. , : : 
Cabell allows his characters hope, or at least the semblance 'Of 
.hope. This allows Jmgen and Manuel and all the others to attain 
.if not heroic stature at least one worthy of the reader's affection 
and respe.ct. '11tese . two qualities, especially the latter, seem to 
be essential for the attainment of sustained laughter vith the 
protagonist. It should be noted that they are the antitheses of 
the pity tinged.with contempt that is often the reader's reaction 
to the current anti-hero. 
Indeed, by contrast with the ineffectual anti-hero. Cabell's 
heroes are movers and shakers, at least in their own eyes·. Some, 
like Manuel, are piwtal figures in the history of Poictesme, but 
all act from a sense of healthy self-importance and self-determination. 
It ls this feeling of self-determination, supporting and supported by 
hope, that separates Cabell from his contemporaries and from most 
modem fiction. 
niere is an apparent incongruity in speaking of hope, self-
' . 
importance, self-determination and Bxistentialism coexisting in a 
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novel. 'even the aost deterministic:world-view admlts'of a negative 
fora of self~determlnation--suicide. -ca.bell resolves the incongruity 
·.' ' . . 
by the .use of what John. Charteris, ·in Beyon.d Life, calls the "dynamic· .. 
iilusions. 0 2· . Wells calls this the "as if" ~ilosophy mid, as mentioned 
in Chapter II, identifies it with Vaihinger, who states that men form 
ideas or constructs which 
constitutes merely the frame in which man encloses the 
treasure of reality in order that he may manipulate 
[italics mine] it better •••• Without their aid we could 
: admittedly not deal ·with thfl world, nor would wa3be 
'able to act, they are, in fact a necessary evil. 
It is these dynamic illusions that allow Cabell'a heroes, ln 
spite of their moments of doubt.and misgiving, to strive forward if 
not joyously at least hopefully. · 
An Bxistentialbtic, cletermbiistlc world view is thus softened 
by a meliorlstic view of humanity. It may be noted that others--for 
example. Thomas Hardy--have used a melioristic determinism as the 
basis for fiction. and certainly in Hardy's case the results were 
usually anything but comic. The dynamic illusions are thus a major 
factor in preventing Caboll's heroes from sinking into the slough of 
. . 
despondency and despair that mires so many "heroes" of today's fiction. 
. -
To Cabeu•s heroes. as to our present-day protagonists, reason says 
that man is an accident. a chance arrangement of molecules.clinging 
to a tiny sphere but, in the words of John Charteris 
2James Branch Cabell, Beyond Life (New York, 1930), p. 52. 
3 . . . 
Philip. lfheelwright, !!!!. Way !! Philos!-?J?hl (New York, 1960), 
p. 139. 
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Behold the miracle--still I believe life to be a · 
personal transaction between myself and Omnipotence: 
I believe that.what I do is somehow of importance;. 
and I believe that I. aa on a journey toward some 
very _public tri~h.·.,._.Even today I believe in· ~his 
dynwc illusion •. · · . . · ·. · . · 
This· d>'namic illulion of importance~. this inconiglble hard · 
. core of egotism, sust~ins Cabell 's characters. Manuel follows after 
his own desires, although he. finds his. life ·increasingly hed1ed with 
obligations. The Pellowship of the Sllve~ Stallion c~ see the 
benefit of the Cult of the Redeeme:r for inen want tc> ·believe it true, , 
.. 
although it is absurd, ·Jurgen can believe.that he is "a monstrous 
clover fellow" and ·that ideal .love and justice .can be attained, 
although evidence points to the contrary •. Florian can still hold 
to his ideal of womanhood, though it crumbles in his hands. Bven 
Hamlet, in that thoroughly disillusioned story, can muse upon the 
necessity of honor for success and self-respect even though his 
insane insistence upon it has cost him much and will cost him his 
· life. Por they are all sustained by the ldea of what ought to be, 
although :lt isn't. 
Thus Cabeil may be seen to occupy·aunique place in American 
· literature. Par from being aerely a curioui anachronism of the 
20's. Cabell WU not a luxuriantly overgrow dead-end in fiction, 
but rathel" served.· as a harbinger of the· clirrent black comedy. In-
deed, in many ways present day practi.ctioners Gf·the a:rt have far 
· to go to equal his mastery of the genre. for Cabell after his initial 
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· apprenticeship became·· with Pigures !!!. Earth a mature artist, secure 
. . 
. . 
in his" techni,que and in his sense of continuity with the past,. a .. 
. ' 
benefit of his classlcal ·education acCOJ:'dedfew present writers. 
This feeling of continuity, ·of participation ·in and observation of·. 
the cosmic comedy of mmikind'1 successes and failures, led Cabell., . 
in spite of his cyncism and mockery, to exhibit a kind of humanism, 
a conviction (like that of Faulkner). ·that through the very ·absurd! ty 
of his dreams and playing, Man shows that he can.and will survive. 
The making of myths is essential• for the dreamer transcends 
mortality • 
. 
0 Por. aan alone of animals. plays the ape to his dreams. uS . And 
he is led onward, toward an ambiguous goal, perhaps. but aovement 
is the essence of life. Cabell_ uses. the metaphor of an Author re-
vising his vork when he ~ites in Beyond~ that he imagines· that 
we are part of an unfinished world, since 11l8t_l as he now exists could 
hardly be. the product of a Creator one could heartily revere. We 
. ,· ·• ," . -
are becoming something unpredictable, and we are sustained by.the 
instinctive knowledge that it trill be better. 
Thus Cabell 'ttfrests COMdy 'froa 'What eould be tragedy. Through 
the device of his imaginary country, aythical beasts , and remote . 
time, he achieves the proper distance.for the reader to obtain a 
god-like perspective for Cabell's gentle mockery of inan and his 
foibles. . Through this .displacement, the reader sees Cabell' s 
Sibld. t P• 356. 
-. 
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satire 'Of 1aan t 9. ab'su:rd°lty and' his dreams asa something remote and 
not threatening. tmtil'he perceives that man nally hasn't changed. 
that much; that now• as in Poictesme 0 Li fe ••.• is full of discomfiting 
• 6 
. ironies• but they are rarely a caus~ for ~eeping." Cabel.l can look 
• j ' • ' • • ' 
into the abyss and laugh, for he knows that al though man ~µld 
shudder in horror were he to. look down. his eyes are fixed.on his 
goal, and its reality ls of no concern as long as it .sustains. man 
on his journey to his uncertain destiny. 
'1fllson, P• 141. 
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~ !!!1!t Place (1923) Robert M. McBride g Co. 
Straws !!! Prayer-Books (1924) Robert M. McBride I Co. 
The Silver Stallion (1926) Robert M. McBride g Co. 
-
'11le Music from Behind the Moon (1926) The John Day Co • 
.-. ~ .................... 
Something About !!!!. (1927) Robert M. McBride g Co. 
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Ballades !!I!!!.~ Hidden Way (1928) Cro~by Gaige . 
The White Robe (1928)°.Robert M. McBride g Co • 
.._.., - . " 
~Way!?! Bcben (1929) .. Robert M.· McBride fl Co. 
Sonnets !'!!!!, An tan (1929) The Pountain Press. 
Townsend ~ Lichfield (1930) : Robert M. McBride g Co. 
Some of Us (1930) Robert M. McBride & Co .. ' · · ,__.....,................... . . 
Between Dawn and Sunrise (with John Macy) .(1930) Robert M. 
· . · McBrrai Teo. .·· . · · 
These Restless Heads (1932) Robert M. McBride I Co. 
Special· Dellveey (1933) Robert M. McBride· g co. 
Sndrt (1934f Robert :M., McBride 4. ~--
' ' 
Ladies. and Gentlemen (1934) Robert M. McBride & Co •. 
- ., ' 
Smith (1935) Robert M. McBride • Co. 
Preface. to the l>ast' (1936) Robert ·N. McBride g Co. 
------
Sad.re .C1937) Doubleday, Doran 4 Co. 
!!!! Ntgllt.a~ !!.!. Tripl~ts · (i9.37) Doubleday, DOl!'an & Co. 
Of Bllen Gla.sgow, An In~cribed Portrait (with Bllen Glasgow) 
- (1938) Ma:verl'Ck Press. . · . , 
!!!.!. ting !!!. !!, ~ Counting House .. (1938) .Pattar I Rinehart. 
Hamlet Had an Uncle (1940) Farrar & Rinehart • .......... _....... .... _._ ' . . .. 
· The Pirst Gentleman of America (1942) Pa?Tar g Rinehart. 
.......... .__.. . . . 
The St. Johns (vith A. J. Hanna) (1943) Pattar g Rinehart. 
........................ ' . 
There Were Two Pirates (1946),Parrar, Straus and Co. 
---- ' ·, 
Let Me. Lie (1947) Parrar, Straus and Co •. · 
---
The Witch-Woman (1948) Parrar, Straus and Co. 
- . 
The Devil's Olin Dear Son (1949) Parrar. Straus and Co. 
- ·---
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Quiet Please (1952): University of Plorida Pi-e.ss. 
!!_. ! Remember _!! (19SS) The McBiiide Co;. 
Branchiana· (1907). Privately Printed. · · 
Brandl'!£.. Abingdon '(1911) Privately Printed. 
!h!_ Majors and Their Marri·ages (1915) Privately Printed • 
.. 
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